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ABSTRACT 

Private international air law encompasses the delicate balance of interest 

between the air carriers and the consumers of their service. This balance is made by 

states according to their socioeconomic and politicai conditions. Since these 

conditions differ among states, another, yet more complex conflict of interests arises 

betwveen States as to how the interest of air carriers and consumers should be balanced- 

This difference between states has been, and still is, the biggest obstacle in the way of 

unming private international air law. 

- 
~ i v i $  an overview of the present situation and the possible funire 

implications, this thesis highlights the balance of interest of the successive private 

international air law instruments and e.uamines the factors that lead thereto. This thesis 

further analyses the cnsis of unified private international air law and the actions taken 

to confront it by examining the reasons behind it in order to understand the cunent 

situation and apprehend the fiiture. 



Le droit international privé aérien doit trouver un fiagile équilibre entre 

les intérèts respectifs des transporteurs aériens, et des consommateun utilisant leurs 

services. Cet équilibre est organisé par les Etats en fonction de leur situation politique 

et socio-économique. La diversité des conditions socio-politico-éronomiques de chacun 

d'eux génère alors une nouvelle dissension entre les Etats, celle-là plus complexe, 

relative aux modalités d'organisation de cet équilibre des intérêts des transporteurs et 

des consommateurs. Cette diversité constitue encore l'obstacle le plus important 

entravant l'unification du droit international privé aérien. 

Ce mémoire prksentant une analyse globale de la situation actuelle et de ses 

éventuelles futures conséquences nous permet de mettre en évidence les différents 

instruments que le droit international privé aénen a précédemment utilisés pour 

organiser cet équilibre des intérêts des transporteurs et des consommateurs, ainsi que 

les facteurs qui en ont favorisé l'adoption. Puis il propose une analyse détaillée de la 

crise frappant le droit international privé aénen uniforme et des solutions qui y sont 

apportées, soulignant plus particulièrement les causes de cette crise, avec pour objectif 

une meilleure appréhension de l'avenir. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main fiuiction of private international air law is balancing the interests of 

air carriers and the consumers of their service. For domestic air transport, each state 

makes this balance of interest according to certain socioeconomic and pol itical factors 

that prevail in that state. For international air transport, since each state has different 

socioeconomic and political conditions, states desire a different balance of interests 

between the camers and the consumers This causes a conflict of interest between 

states as to how the interests of ait carriers and consumers should be balanced 

intemationally. Thus, before balancing the interest of carriers and consumers 

internationally, the conflicting interests of states should first be balance& 

Since the Warsaw Convention, ' the fim unification of private international air 

law, was made at a time when states had similar socioeconomic and political 

conditions, it was a successFu1 unification of pnvate international air law. The 

similarities in the socioeconomic and political conditions did not, however, perpetuate. 

Some states started to experience vast changes in their conditions while others did not. 

I Convention for the Unific~tion ofcertain Rdes Relating to Internarionul 
Curriage by Air. 12 October 1929, 137 L.N,T.S 1 1,49 Stat. 3000, TS No. 876, 
ICA0 Doc. 783 8 mereinafter Warsuw Convention]. 



These differences in conditions triggered the Warsaw Convention crisis and since then 

has been the main reason behind the Wanaw System crisis. 

Since the socioeconomic and political conditions changed for some states and 

not for others, the former states wanted a change in the balance of interest of the 

Warsaw Convention. Because no multilateral updating of the Warsaw Convention, and 

later on of other instruments in the Warsaw System, tmk place, the unified 

international air law started to face an obsoleteness crisis. In addition, because the 

states that wanted a change started taking unilateral actions to amend the Warsaw 

System, the System started facing a disunification crisis. 

The first Waaaw System crisis took place in 1965 when the United States of 

America (US) gave a notice of its denunciation of the Warsaw Convention. This crisis 

was solved by the airline industry through the International Air Transport Association 

"TA) by the adoption of the 1966 Montreal Agreement When, aflenvards, the rules 
9 
P$ 

P -CJ ?of the Montreal Protocol became obsolete for the US and the niles of the Wanaw 
--- - -- 

% _tt 

(1DP System became obsolete for other countries, the situation was confionted by the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). ICAO tned to update the unified 

private international air law, but failed. ICAO ananged for the Guatemala City 

2 Agreement Rehting to Liability Limitations of the Warsaw Convenriorz and 
the Nague Prutocol, 13 May 1966, CAB Order No. 18900, CAB Order E-23680 
(doc ket 1 73 25) [hereinafter Montreal Agreement]. 



Protoco13 and the Montreal Protocols Nos. 1,2,3, and 4 2  but failed to bring them into 

force. This meant that the only balance o f  interest in force was that of the obsolete 

Wanaw Convention or of the Wanaw Convention as amended by the Hague Protocol. 

Accordingly, some States and airlines, out of fhtration, gave up on reaching 

a unified updating of the Warsaw System, and started taking unilateral actions to de 

fucto amend the Warsaw Sytem. This has pushed the situation, in the 199û's, to an 

unbearable major crisis level . Again, iATA had a saying in that situation. IATA, in 

1995, prepared, adopted and managed to implement an intercarrier agreement that 

Protucol to Amend the Convention for the (In fication of Certuin Rules 
Reluring to international Curriage by Air Signed al Wursuw on 12 October 1929 as 
Amendecl &y the Proiocol Done ut the Hugue on 28 Sepfember 1955, 8 March 1971, 
ICAO Doc. 8932 [hereinafier Gcmtemala City Protocol]. 

J Additional Protocol No. I to Amend the Convention for the U~z~jication of 
Ch-fuin Rules Reluting fo lnternationul Curriuge by Air Signed ut Wursuw on 12 
Ocfober 1929. 25 September 1975, ICAO Doc. 9 1 45 [hereinafter Montreul Protocof 
No. I l ;  A Jditionul P rotocof No. 2 to Antend the Convention for the Unrficrtion of 
Cerfu in Rules RelutÏng fo  Intemationul Curriage by Air Signed ut Wursaw on 12 
Ocfober 1929 as Arnended by  the Protocol Done ut the Hague on tk 28 September 
1935 und ut the Guatema/a City on 8 Murch 1971. 25 September 1975, ICAO Doc. 
9 146 bereinafier Montreul Protocol No. 21; Additional Protocol No.3 to Aniend the 
Con vent ion for the Un if cation of Certain Rziles Relating t O Infevnat ional Carriage 
by Air Signed at Wursaw on 12 October 1929 as Amended by the Protocol Done at 
the Hague on the 28 September 1955 undaf the GuatemaIu City on 8 Murch 1971, 
25 September 1 975, ICAO Doc. 9 147 [hereinafter Montreai Prorocol No. 31; 
Montreul Protocol No-4 to Amend the Convention for the Unification of Certain 
Rzdes Relating to Internafional Curriage by Air Signed ot Warsaw on 12 October 
1929. ICAO Doc. 9 148 mereinafter Montreal Protocol No. 41. 

Pmtocol to Amend the Conventionjôr the Unification of Certain Rules 
Reluting to International Corriage by Air signed at Warsuw on 12 October 1929. 28 
September 1955. ICAO Doc. 7632. [hereinafler Hague Pmtocol]. 



O 

wvould de/ac&rnend the Waisaw System, and updatc some of its obsolete ruled 

Althoiyh this IATA solution managed to update the Warsaw System. it was considered 

ody as a temporarily solution and was criticizeà, mainly, because the Warsaw System 

consists of international l e p l  instruments concluded among states and, thus, c m  only 

be effectively amended by states. Accordingly, ICAO decided to put things in order by 

drafting a new convention, to be adopted by states, that would update private 

international air law in a unified way. 

The drafl text of the new convention was reviewed, studied, and revised by the 

ICAO Legal Committee in 1997. ' The LegaI Committee adopted the final draft text and 

submitted it to the ICAO Council for further consideration and revision. The [CAO 

Council approved the draft text and is expected to call for a diplomatic conference to 

consider the modernization of the Warsaw System in 1998. The diplomatic conference 

will have the full capacity to adopt the draft text as it is, amend it, adopt a completely 

different instrumenf or even refuse the rnodernization of the Warsaw System. 
'7 

0 
Taking into account the conflict that arose in the Legal Committee and the way 

it was settled, there is an indication that the draft t e a  adopted by the Legal Committee 

IATA adopted the Iniercamer Agreement on Passengea Liability (IIA) in 
1995, and then adopted the Agreement on Measures to Implement the IATA 
intercarrier Agreement (MIP) in 1996. 

7 Drufi Convention for the Wnftcation of Certain Rules for International 
Cirrriuge by Air. ICAO Doc. LC/3O-Drafting Group Report (1 997) [hereinafter 
K A 0  Drufl Comteniion]. 



would be a possible compromise that could be adopied by the diplomatic conference. 

However, due to the low percentage of participation in the Legal Cornmittee and the 

high percentage of inactive participation thereof, the latter indication is in question. 

Thus, the future of private international air law, which will be in the han& of the 

diplomatic conference, is far nom clear. 



CHAPTER 1 

The Balance of Interest 
Between the Carriers and the Consumers 

Humans are social beings that must live in a society in order to survive. 

However, one commentator noted that: 

A universal féature of human society has been conflict. individuals 
have individual interests. On occasions, they conflict with each 
other. If a society is to survive it must develop a system of resolving 
conflicts between individuals, and conflicts between individuals on 
the one hand and the cornmunity on the other. The law is the system & 
of resolving those conflicts.' 

Indeed, this is tnie in private au law, 

is resolving conflicts, existing (hereinafter carriers) and consumers 

of i ts service (hereinafier the conflict of interests c a ~ o t  be 

done by prese~ng the interests of both parties, but d e r  by finding a compromise by 

w i c h  the interests of the parties are balanced. Thus, the following section will discuss 

the areas in which the conflict of interests arise and the ways (legal tools) these 

S.M. Waddams, Idoduction to the Study of Law, 2d ed (Toronto: 
CarswelI Company Limited, t 983) at 1. 



confiicts can be avoided or resolved. The next section ofthis chapter will d i scw the 

political, social and economic factors that affect the balance of interests formula. 

Such conflicts take place in domestic private air law and private international 

air law. In private international air law, however, a m e r  confiict arises between 

states and their legal systems. Since each state favours a certain balance formula 

between cowumers and carriers that corresponds to its economic, social and political 

conditions and since states have different economic, social and political conditions, 

confiicts behveen states arise as to what balance formula should be adopted to regulate 

air transport internationally. The effect of this conflict on pnvate international air law 

will be studied throughout this thesis . 

II. THE LEGAL TOOLS BY WHICH THE WTERESTS OF THE CARRIER 

AND THE CONSUMER CAN BE BALANCED :- 

The IegaI principles adopted to balance the interests of carriers and consumers 

in each area of conflict are considered as legal tools by which the confiicting interests 

of carriers and consumers can be balanced- 

It should be mentioned, however, that in determining the balance formula the 

balance should be made in a form of a package within the aspect of al1 tools rather than 



individually within the aspect of one tool. For example, the balance of interest in the 

liability regime aspect does not have to be made in the aspect of the liability regime 

itself by choosing a liability regime that takes into account the interest of both the 

camer and the consumer, but the liability regime can be detemined in favour of the 

consumer, for instance, and the balance cm be made Iater by using a different tool like 

the liability limits, by limiting the c a m e a  liabiIity9 

These tools are:- 

A. The Limits of Liability- 

Limiting the camer7s liability gives a great advantage for the camer in its 

relation with the consumers Because carriers have to insure their liability risk, the 

insurance premium forms a part of their operating expenses. Accordingly, the lower the 
&- 

limits of liability, the cheaper the insurance premium becomes. l0 I\E&-- -'& - 

The concept of limits of liability has been borrowed for air law from maritime 

law. In the latter the notion has k e n  reasoned in different ways but perhag the most 

Y The thirty-first session of the K A 0  Legal Cornmittee recognized this while 
adopting the new pnvate international law drafi instrument. The Cornmittee, for 
example, left the issue of "fifth jurisdiction" to be decided in light of the liability 
regime. 

10 This applies as a general nile; however, the actual insurance premium 

would reflect wether, and if so how, these limits can be exceeded. 



pragmatic reason for limiting the shipper's liability is the high risk that accompanies 

the cam'age by s e a  Thus, it was thought that leaving the shipper responsible alone for 

that high risk would negatively affect the development of and investment in maritime 

camage. Taking into account the great economk and political importance of maritime 

camage the latter effect was to be avoided by limiting the shipper's liability." The 

same reasoning can be given to limitation of liability in air transport but, as will be 

seen later, the notion of limited tiability has had many implications and development 

in air transport. 

B. The Unit of Compensation:- 

Connected to the limits of liability is the currency unit in which the lirnits of 

liability are set. Setting the Iimits by using a cunency that is not affected by inflation, 

like the Special Drawing Rights (SDR). can be considered in the consumer's benefit. 

Othenvise the Iimits would become unrealistically Iow and have to be adjusted 

periodical ly. 

I I  D. A. Hadjis, L iability Limiralion in the Carriage of Passengers und Goods 
by Air andSeo (LL-M. Thesis, Montreal: Institute of Air ans Space Law, 1958) at 
14. 



C. Means by which tbe Limits Can Be Broken:. 

In a limited liability regime, giving consumers the ability to break the 

limits of liability if some conditions are met, (e-g-, if the damage was caiwd by 

the carrier's willful misc~nduct),'~ is an aàvantage to the consumen. This is because 

consumers can be fùlly compensated if the damage exceeded the limits of liability in 

that case, 

D. The Conditions of Liability Under the International Lega1Iastrument:- 

1. The Damages for which the Carrier is Liable (Recoverable Damages):- 

The legal instrument rnay limit the damages for which the carrier wvouid be 

liable for. For example, the carrier can be made liable only for bodily injury but not 

mental injuries. 

2. The Compensation for which the Carrier is Responsible:- 

After determining the damages for which the carrier is liable for, the legal 

instrument may fiuther limit the compensation that can be obtained for such damages. 

For instance, the consumers can be 

'' See Warsuw Convention, 

allowed to obtain compensation only for material 

supra note 1, art- 25. 

10 



damages (fimeral expenses, loss of income, etc.) but not moral damages (pain and 

sunèring, los  of life expectancy, etc.) or economical damages and not non-economic 

damage. l3 

3, The Place and Time where the Damage Takes Place:- 

The mer's liability, under the legal instrument, may be further restrïcted to 

include only damages that took place in a certain geographic area or at a certain point 

in time. For example, the carrier can be made liable only for darnages that took place 

on board the aircraft or in the course of embarking or disembarking of the 

passengers. 14 

4. The Nature of the Act that Caused the Damage :- 

Moreover, the carrier's liability can be limited to damages that were caused by 

a certain act only. It could be required, for example, that the damage be caused by an 

"accident" and not merely an incident or "event". '' 

l 3  As would be seen later, the Warsaw Convention, for example, makes the 
cameer liabfe only for compensatory darnages . 

14 For example, see Warsmv Convention. s u p  note 1, art. 17. 



E. The Liability Regime:- 

The liability regime is an important factor in balancing the interest of carriers 

and the consumers of their service. One or more of the following Iiability regimes can 

be used: 

1. Fauit Liability Regime :- 

This regime is the least favourable for consumes, because under this regime 

the consumers have to prove al1 the elements of fault liability regime in order to be 

compensated, Le.. the carrier's act or omission, the carrier's fault, the damage 

sustained, the causal link between the fauIty act and the damage- 

2. Fault Liability Regime with the Reversal of the Burden of Proof:- 

This regime is more favourable for consumers since the burden o f  proof is 

reversed i.e.. consurnen do not have to prove the carrier's fault to get compensated. 

However, the carrier can prove that the damage was not due to its fault to avoid 

liability. 



3. Strict and Absolute Liability Regimes:- 

These regimes are the most favourable for consumers Strict and absolute 

liability regimes are no-fault liability regimes i-e.. neither does the wnsumen have to 

prove the carrier's fault nor can the carrier prove that the damage was not caused by 

its fault to avoid liability. The difference between strict liability on the one hand and 

absolute liability on the oikr is tbat the first requires a causal link between the act and 

the damage so the canier can avoid or reduce liability in case of contributory 

negligence or acts of third parties, while the in absolute liability no such causal link is 

required. l6 

F. The Scope of Application of the International Legal Instrument Governing 

the Carriers' Liability- 

Generally, al1 international legal instruments were made applicable for 

international camage only.17 Nevertheless, widening the scope of applicability to 

l6 For more details, see B. Cheng, "'A Repiy to Changes of Having Inter Alia 
Misused the Term Absolute Liability" (1981) V1 AM. Air & Sp. L. 3-1 3. 

" This was the case in the Warsaw Convention of 1929 and the amendments 
thereto and also in the other successive international air law instruments. For the 
definition of international cam-age by air, see Warsaw Convention, supra note 1, art. 
1. Generally the camage by air is considered international if the point of departure 
and final destination, as show in the documents of carriage, are in two different 
contracting parties to the international legal instrument, or solely within the temtory 
of on contracting party if there is an agreed stopping point in the temtories of 
another contracting party. 



include domestic carriage as well does not directly affect the interest of either party. 

Rather, its effect takes place afier determining the other factors (e.g..the liability 

regime). 

G. The Documents of Cardage:- 

The documents of carriage can be used as a tool in balancing the carriers' and 

consumers7 interests. For example, requiring sorne elements to be in the documents 

of carriage and not allowing the carnier to avail itself of the limits of liability if it failed 

to inciude these elements or to deliver the documents of carriage, is one way of using 

this tod. l8  

Legal Iy speaking, determining jurisdiction should not be a factor that would 

affect the financial interest of either party- However, since practice has classified some 

courts as more generous than others in granting compensation and since forum 

shopping has become a trend, detemining the courts that have jurisdiction to look into 

the liability cases has become an important factor in balancing the interest of the 

18 Article 3 of the Warsaw Convention, for example, requires the camer to 
deliver a passenger ticket for the passenger containing certain elements under the 
sanction that the carrier would not be able to avail itself of the limits of liability if i t  
failed to do so. See Wursaw Convention. supra note 1, art 3. 



carrien and consumers. Accordingly, expanding the jurisdiction of generous courts 

would be a vast advantage for consumea. '' 

III. POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCLAL FACTOW THAT AFFECT 

THE BALANCE FORMULA:- 

We have seen that the objective of air law is to maintain a certain balance 

between the conflicting interests of carriers and consumers. In addition, Ive have 

discussed the fegat toois by which this balance c m  be achieved . The question to 

address is the kind of balance that should be maintained. Or, what are the political 

,economic and social factors that play a role in determining the baiance formula? 

When balancing the interests of carriers and consumers, the state, through 

the Iaw, takes into account, mainly, the following two factors: 

A. The Fioanciak EIealth (Economic WelCbeing) of its Air Transport Lndustry- 

Because of the great importance of the air transport industry for states, this 

factor plays an important role in determining the balance formula. The importance of 

19 For details about the jurisdictions of the Warsaw Convention, see chapter 
7 of this study- 



air transport industry for states c m  be classified as fo1lows:- 

(1) On the economic levd , the air transport industry is an essential element to 

any nation's economy, since air transport industry: 

(a) Generates a large number of qualified jobs for the nation's citizens, thus helping 

to keep the unemployment rate Iow. For example, it has been esfimateci in 1994 that the 

air transport industry produced about 22 million jobs? 

(b) 1s important for each state's communication and commerce which are necessary 

not onfy for states' economies but also for their survival. As one source noted, "the 

commercial airline industry carries 1.35 billion passengers and 22 million tons of 

cargo, about a quarter of the world's rnanufactming exports based upon value.. and it 

accounts for one trillion dollars a year in economic production ".2' 

O 1s an integral part of the tour and travel industry which is considered to be the 

bigçest industry in the world " 'nie tour and travel industry generates more than $3 -5 

trillion of GNP .... It employs 127 miHion people or one out of every 15 workers. It 

Economic Benefits Study Revisited, ICA0 Rev. (Feb. 1994), at 19. 

P.S. Dempsey, "Airlines in Turbulence: Strategies for Survival " in P.P.C. 
Haanappel, RA. Jan& & J. Wilson, eds, Governent Reguiation of International 
Air Trumport, Cases and Materiais (Montreal, Institute of Ak and Space Law, 
1995) at 46 [hereinafier "Airlines in Turbulence"]. 



accounts for 1 2 . 9 O ?  of worldwide capital investment, more than $442 billion a year". * 

(2) On the political level , the importance of the air m p o a  industry can be 

attriiuted to its military value to States. As one wmmentator wrote " air power is not 

composed alone of the war-making components of aviation. It is the total aviation 

77 24 activity - civilian and military, commercial and private . 

Besides being essential for national security, the air transport industry is 

considered as an industry that ad& to each nate's prestige . 

B. The Well-king of the Consumers and Order in the Society :- 

In detennining the balance formula, states also consider the welfare of their 

citizens. Thus, if social order is to be maintained, the balance should be made in a way 

to achieve justice by rendering each side his or her due and by obliging the side that 

caused the damage (the carrier in this case) to compensate for the damage it has done. 

This is especially trw since the damage caused by aircraft accidents c m  be ptentially 

enormous, both to the victims and their families. As one comrnentator explains: 

Unlike other types of accidents and transportation tragedies, victims 
of air crashes and their families remain exposed and involveci in 

Ibid. 

24 Hadj is, supra note 1 1 at 23. 



aircrafi accidents for many years. Thus, the families suffer not only 
from their irnmediate trauma, but also from the absence of 
subsequent closure due to disappearance of the bodies, the 
unrelenting media attention, the misplaced interest of self-appointed 
"experts" who may relate some unconnected prior experience to a 
different hmire tragedy, the lengthy legal actions, the lack of 
documentation explainhg the cause of the tragedy, the apathy of the 
parties responsible for the air crash, and the crass commercialism of 
their in~urance.~~ 

Moreover, the states also consider the interest of third parties like the 

manufacturers of the aircraft, air traffic controllers, airport authorities, and trial 

lawvyers. Aircrafi manufactures, air trafic controllers, and the airport authorities are 

potential defendants in legal cases against the air carrier. Accordingly, their interest 

confiicts with that of the air carriers- This conflict is maximized if the air carrier is 

subject to a less strict liability regirne than their liability regime. Since these third 

parties have a big economic value to states and since they have powerful lobbies in 

states, their interests are usually considered attentively when detennining the air 

cam-ers liability regime. Furthemore, the interest of trial lawyers in some states is 

considered when adopting the air carrier's liability regime? Trial lawyen also have, 

in some countries, powefil lobbies that affect the states' decision as to what liability 

regime should govern the air camers liabilit~.~' 

ZS H. Ephrairnson-Abt, "The Past and Future Promise of Warsaw: A 
Passenger's Point of View" (1996) XXII:I Ann. Air & Sp. L. 1 17. 

'6 The interest of trial lawyen conflict with that of the air carriers in the 
sense that the trial lawyers are in favor of hi& liability limits, in order to get higher 
legal fees, while the air carriers are not. 

For more details, see chapter 4 of this study. 



Acwrdingly, the interest of the consumers should be considered when deciding 

the balance formula in order to achieve justice and thus, social order and stability. 

Domestically, the interest ofconsumers is protected ( presewed) when a democratically 

elected government responds to pressure from consumers and other support groups. 

At the international levei, the picture is more complicated As has been 

mentioned earlier, each state has Ïts own unique econornic , social, and politicai 

conditions. Thus, each state favoua a different balance formula that best adapts to its 

conditions. Accordingly, when balancing the interests of consumers and camers 

intemationally, a conflict of interest benveen states is most likely to aise. Therefore, 

if uniformity is to be achieved in private international air law states must settle their 

differences and reach a compromise. 



CHAPTER 2 

The Balance Formula in Private 
International Air Law Instruments 

In this chapter the balance formula adopted by the successive international air 

law instruments and the amendments thereto wiil be exarnined. 

1. THE WARSAW CONVENTION OF 1929:- 

First the balance of the original Warsaw Convention will be highlighted, then 

the factors that affected this balance wi11 be examined. 

A. The Balance of the Warsaw Convention:- 

1. The Limits of Liability and the Curreocy Unit of Compensation:- 

The Wanaw Convention adopted a limited liability regime in which the 



carrier's liability was limited to 125,000 Francs for death or wounding of passengers 

and 250 francs per kg for Loss or damage of checked baggage and goods and a sum of 

5000 Francs per passenger for the loss or damage of camion baggage. ** 

2. Tbe Legai Means for Breakhg the Litnitr:- 

The limits of the Warsaw Convention are not, however, unbreakable. As a 

sanction, the carrier is not allowed to avail himself of the limits of liability if he: 

( I )  Accepts a passenger without delivering a passenger ticket for him or her. 

(2) Accepts luggage without a luggage ticket being delivered or goods without an air 

consignment note k i n g  made out andior if the luggage ticket, or the consignment note 

does not contain the particulars required by the conventi~n.~~ 

Moreover, the Convention does not allow the carrier to avail himself of the 

limit of liability if the damage was caused by his wilhl rniscond~ct~~- 

See Wursaw Convention, art. 22. 

29 Ibid., arts. 3 ,4, 9. 

Md,  art. 25. 



3, The Conditions of Liability- 

A distinction should be made between the conditions required for liability for 

damage to passengers on the one hand and damage to checked baggage and goods on 

the other. 

In regard to passengers, the Warsaw Convention makes the carrier liable ody for 

two kinds of &mages: 

( 1 ) Damage for the death and wvounding or other bodily injuries of passengers. 

(2) Damage occasioned by delay- 

As a condition of the carrier's liability for the first kind, the damage rnust be 

caused by an accident on board the aircraft or in the course of embarking or  

disembarking therefrom." As far as delay is concemed, Article 18 of the Warsaw 

Convention does not expressly require any conditions of liability as such, except for the 

requirement of the carrier's fault. 

As for checked baggage and goods, the Convention makes the carrier Iiable for 

the loss, destruction, or damage thereto. The condition of  the carrier's liability in this 

Ibid., art. 17. 



case is that the damage take place during the camage by air as defined in Article 18. 32 

In ail kinds of damages, however, the carrier is liable only for compensatory 

damages as spelled out in Articles 17, 18 and L9 (e-g-, damage sustained, damage 

occasioned). Thus, any punitive damages would fall outside the scope of the 

Convention. 

4. The Liability Regime:- 

The Warsaw Convention has established a fault liability regime with a reversal 

of the burden of proof. Thus, although the carrier is not liable unless the damage is 

caused by his fault, there is a presumption thereof; this presumption relieves the 

consumer from the duty of proving the carrier's fault Nevertheless, the camer can 

avoid Iiability by proving the contrary, i.e-, that the damage was not caused by his fault, 

or in other words, that he and his agents took al1 the necessary maures to avoid the 

damage or that it was impossible to take such rneasure~.~' 

" Ibid., art. 1 S(2) States: 
[t] he carriage by air ... compromises the period during which the luggage 

or goods are in charge of camer, whether in an aerodrome or on board an 
aircraft, or, in the case of a landing outside an aerdome, in any place 
whatsoever. 

33 See ibid, art 20. 



5. The &ope of Application:- 

The Warsaw Convention applies only to international carriage as defmed in 

Article 1 of the convention? 

6. The Documents ofCarriage:- 

The Warsaw Convention adopted a similar regime for the passenger ticket, the 

luggage ticket and the consigament note. The Convention requires the inclusion of 

certain particulars in the passenger ticket, the luggage ticket and the consignment note 

(Articles 3, 4, and 8 respective1 y ). Furthemore, the Convention expressly States that 

"the absence, irreguianty or loss of" these documents would not prevent the 

application of the Convention, nor alter the existence of the contract of carriage. 

Nonetheless, while the Convention obliges the carrier to deliver a passenger and 

luggage tickets to passengers; it gives the carrier, in case of carriage of goods, the right 

to ask the consignor to make and hand in a c o n s i p e n t  note. 

Y For the definition of international camage by air, see Wursuw Convention, 
art. 1. See also supra note 17. 



Article 28 of the Warsaw Convention gives the plaintiff the choice of bringing 

the action in:- (1) The ordinary place of residence of the carrier, or (2) the principle 

place of business of the carrier, or (3) the place where the camer has an establishment 

by which the contract of caniage was made or 4- the place of the final destination of 

the passenger or the goods. 

B. The Factors that Affected this Balance:- 

I t  is obvious that the drafiers of the Warsaw Convention intended to favour the 

carrier's interest over that of the consumer. The draften granted the carrier the benefit 

of a fault limited liability regime and gave the consumers, in return, only the benefit 

of a reversal of the burden of proof and the ability to break the limits in certain 

circumstances only; the cirafters also made the carrier liable only for certain kinds of 

damages and required strict conditions for establishing the carrier's liability. Indeed, 

the drafier's tendency of favouring the carriers' protection is obvious. 

The reasons behind establishing (adopting) a balance formula more 

advantageous to carrien are understandable. Firstly, at the time the Warsaw 



Convention was drafted, the air transport industry was at its infancy stage; not only 

was the i n d m  wveak and infant (the first airline was established only 10 yean before 

the Warsaw Convention) but, in addition flying itself was considered as a hazardous 

ad~enture.'~ Thus, adopting such a balance fornula was a means of financially 

protecting the weak industry fiom the confkting interest of consumers. In light of the 
7 

growing importance of air transport, especially at the military level, since the w o r l d a  

taas îhen emerging from the First World War and headmg for the Second World War, 

the protection of the air transport industry was not questioned. in fact, the protection 

was even encouraged by states since almost al1 commercial airlines were owned and 

operated by the states them~elves.~ Second, the ciraften of the Warsaw Convention 

were influenced by maritime law where a balance formula had also been adopted in 

favour of the shipowners. The influence on the limits of liability as a major factor in 

the balance formu!& for example, is obvious; One cornrnentator noted that influence 

Many of the memben of the conference of 1925 ( and the subsequent 
ones) were lawyers, who shortly before had prepared the Brussels 
Maritime convention, which provide[s] for the limited liability of the 
shipowner; since the limited liability was justified in favour of the 
shipowner, why shouldn't be so for the air carrier? Aircraft were of 
grat purchase and operational value and delicate instrumentalities; 

'' See P.S. Dempsey, "Pennies From Heaven: Breaking Through the Limits 
of Liability Ceiling of Warsaw" (1996) XXII: 1 AM. Air & Sp. L. 267 at 269 
[hereinafier 73reaking the Limits"], 

M. Milde, 'Warsaw Requiem or Unhished Symphony? (fiom Warsaw to 
The Hague, Guatemala City, Montreal, Kuala Lumpur and to ... ?)" manuscript 
[unpubiished] at 45. Later published in [Juiy 19961 Part 1 The Aviation Quarterly 
3 7-5 1 [hereinafier "'Warsaw Requiem"]. 



catastrophe accidents were not nup. " 

Finally, it should be mentioned that no senous conflicts arose between states in 

accepting the balance formula adopted by the Warsaw Convention. The fact that only 

30 states (mainly European) were represented at the Warsaw conference contributed 

greatly to that end. Since those states had sirnilar economic, political, and social 

conditions, reaching a balance formula acceptable to al1 states was feasible. ,The 0 

Convention was eventually, until 2 1 August 1997, signed and ratified by 140 States. - bt4ï-w 
- aQ f 

The reason for such universal acceptance of the Wanaw balance formula springs h m  &?. 

the fact that almost al1 states had, at that tirne, sirnilar, if not identical, economic, 

pol itical and social conditions, and even those who had s l ightly different conditions 

were encouraged to join the Convention for the sake of unification of private 

international air law- Unfortunately, as would be seen later, these fine days and unique 

conditions of similarities did not perpetuate the unitication of private international air 

law. 

II. THE HAGUE PROTOCOL OF 1955:- 

The Hague Protocol increased the limits of the Warsaw Convention (concerning 

damages to passengers only) to double the Warsaw limits and brought some minor 

amendments to the W a ~ w  Convention concerning the documents of carriage and the 

" Hadjis, s u p  note 1 1 at 18. 
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liability of the if at all, alter 

the balance formula, since even though the limits were increased they were actually 

only adjusted to inflation, which means that the value of the limits as set by the 

Warsaw Convention was not altered. Furthemore, the other amendments of the Hague 

f rotocol to the Warsaw Convention were so trivial to affect the balance of the Warsaw 

Con~ention.~~ 

III. THE GUADALAJARA SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION OF 1961:- 39 

9 As with the Hague Protocol the Guadalajara Supplementary C~nvention~which 

\vas made applicable to the Warsaw Convention did not profoundly alter the Warsaw 
? 

Convention balance formula, since it only clarifiai the distinction between the liability 

regime of the actual camer and that of the contractual carrier, enhanced the scope of 

application of the Warsaw Convention to include the actual carrier, and further 

espressly provided for the inclusion of the carrier's servants in the limited liability 

regime. 

38 The Hague Protocol entered into force on the first of August 1963. 

'' Cornent ion Suppiementury ro the Warsaw Convention for the (In flcat ion 
ofcerruin Rules Reluting ro the International Curriage by Air PerjGonned &y a 
Person O~lzer than the Contracting Carrier. ICA0 Doc. 8 1 8 1 [hereina fier 
Gumidajara Convention]. This Convention came into force on the 1 of may 1964, 
ninety days after it had obtained the requisite fifth instrument of ratification. 



IV. THE MONTREAL AGREEMENT OF 1966:- 

As has been mentioned earlier, the similarities among states in economic, social 

and political conditions that allowed states to reach a -versal balance formula did not 7 
persist The first major socioeconomic metamorphoses arose in the US, which led the 

4 

US to fomally reject the old Warsaw Convention balance formula and that of the 

Hague by not ratifying the Hague Protocol and later gMng notice of its denunciation 

of the Warsaw Convention. As will be discussed in details later, the main objections 

of the US to the Warsaw balance formula were its low limits of liability and the 

obsolete fault Iiability regirne, which gives the camer a vast advantage over the 

consumers. 

No efforts by states were made to preserve the uniformity of private international 

air law."* However, the uniformity was, to a certain limit;" saved by the airline 

industry, through IATA, whereby the US airlines and those major airlines flying to the 

US, with the approval of the US CAB, concluded the Montreal Agreement among 

themselves. 

'O Some efforts, however, were made by ICAO. But these efforts did not 
succeed in accommodating the US needs and thus did not convince the US to 
withdraw its notice of denunciation. For more details about these efforts see chapter 
5 of this study- 

" Although the Montreal Agreement established a different limits of liability 
and a different Liability regirne the main h e  of the Warsaw Convention has not 
been altered and ,thus unification of very important rules within the main frame of 
Warsaw remained unified, 



The Montreal Agreement, which \vas made applicable to any contract of air 

cam-age in which the US was a point of destination, depamire, or rnerely an agreed 

stopping poinf profoundly moditied the balance of the Warsaw Convention Indeed, 

the Montreal Agreement has shifkd the balance formula fiom k i n g  more favourable 

to camers to becoming more favourable to consurners; the limits of liability were 

raised nom about US 510,000 to US $75,000 inclusive of kgal costs and fees (or US 

â58,000 exclusive of IegaI cost and fees); the carrier was subjected to a strict liability 

regime by presem-ng the presumption of fault and not allowing the carrier to use the 

defence of Article 20 of the Warsaw Convention- 

Accordingly, the US withdrew its notice of denunciation of the Warsaw 

Convention since its immediate needs were accommodated by the Montreal 

Agreement. Thus, unifomity of private international air law was, to a certain extent, 

preserved. 

V. THE GUATEMALA CITY PROTOCOL OF 1971:- 

The Guatemala City Protocol \vas intended to modernize the prereading balance 

formula and bring it in line with the enonnous economic, social, and political changes 



that occuned since the Warsaw convention-J2 But this Protocol never came into force 

and most certainly never will." 

The Guatemala City Protocol brought considerable amenciments to the Warsaw 

Convention. It simplifiexi the documents of carnage regime; it provided for the camer's 

strict liability and increased the lirnits of liability up to the equivalent of US $100,000 

expressed in a gold clause. These limits, however, were deemed unbreakable. Thus, 

contrary to the Warsaw Convention, the Guatemala City Protocol did not allow these 

limits to be brolien in any case, as in, for example, wilful misconduct or non- 

cornpliance with the requirernents of the documents of carriage. The Protocol further 

extended the kinds of cornpensable damages to include "mental injuries" in addition 

to "bodily injuries"." Moreover the Guatemala City Protocol extended the choice for 

the consumes conceming court's jurisdiction by giving jurisdiction under the Protocol 

to the  courts of the passenger's residence. Finally, the Protocol allowed the adoption 

of a "supplementaiy compensation plan" by states that would offer consumers 

'' These changes are mainly: the end of the infmcy stage of the airline 
industry, the growing social pressure on states to end favoring the carrier in the 
balance formula, the increasing cost of living, the inflationary trends, etc. 

43 As would be seen later the 30th Session of the ICA0 Legal Cornmittee, 
when discussing modemizing the Warsaw System, did not consider bringing the 
Guatemala City Protocol into force as an option or a way of reaching this 
modemization. 

This was achieved by changing the t em "bodily injury" to "personal 
inj UV". 



compensation in excess of that stipulated by the Guatemala City Protocol? 

The baiance of interest of  the Guatemda City Protocol was considered more 

favourable to consumers than the balance of the Warsaw Convention However, in 

light of the circumstances that existed at that the," the balance of the Guatemala City 

Protocol was deemed more favourable to the carriers. 

VI. MONTREAL PROTOCOLS NOS. 1,2 AND 3 :- 

The Montreal Protocots Nos- 1,2 and 3 ainended the unit of compensation 

fiom being expressed in a gold clause to be expressed in the Special Drawing Rjghts 

(SDR). This amendment ivas necessitated by the demonetisation of gold which have 

become " just anther commodity finding its value on the market according the general 

principles of supply and demandT."As with the Guatemala City Protocol, the Montreal 

Protocols Nos. 1,2, and 3 have not yet corne into force and never ~ i l l ? ~  

4 5 Guatemala City Protocol. art. 35 A . 

56 Mainly the financially strong airline industry and the weak consumers 

47 See "Wanaw Requiem", supra note 36 at 47. 

." See supra note 43. 



VU. TKE MONTREAL PROTOCOL NO. 4 :- 

Montreal Protocol No. 4 brought some arnendnients to the Warsaw System 

with regard to cargo in order to bnng the cargo regirne q to the modem love1 that the 

passengers regime was expected to reach after the Guatemala City Protocol. 

Those changes to the cargo liability regime were similar to those brought by 

the Guatemala Ciiy Protocol to the passengers liability regime, in that they simplified 

the requirements of the documents of camage, adopted a strict liability regme, and 

deemed the limits of liability unbreakable. 



CHAPTER 3 

The Warsaw System Crisis 
and the Reaction of  States and Airlines, 

International air transport is a complex cross-border activity that should be 

regulated, on both the private and public levels, coherently. Particularl y, l iability rules 

in international air transport are very delicate. Without their unification intemationally, 

the operation of international air transport would be impeded; conflicts of laws and 

conflicts ofjurisdictions regarding liability in international air transport would, indeed, 

complicate and prolong the settlernent of liability disputes, which would reflet 

negatively on both the consumers and the camers." The Warsaw Convention, and its 

arnendments that have entered into force, has served its purpose of uni@@ the major 

49 See ICA0 letter to states LE 3/27,3/28 - 9V3: 
Unification of law relating to international carriage by au, in particular 
unification of law relating to liability, is of vital importance for the 
hannonious management of international air transport Without such 
unification of iaw complex conflicts of law wodd arise and the settlements 
of claims would be unpredictable, costly, time consuming and possibly 
uninsurable. Furthemore, confl icts jurisdictions would arise which would 
further aggravate the settiement of liability claims. 



aspects of ptivate international air law by receiving wide universal acceptan~e.~ 

However, due to the lape of tirne that rendered some of the Warsaw 

Convention rules obsolete, and due to the disunification in certain d e s  of the 

Convention that resulted mainly fiom some unilateral state's efforts to update the old 

Convention, the Warsaw Convention has been facing some major crises. 

Accordingly, it c m  be said that the Warsaw crisis consists of the following two 

e1ements:- 

A. The Disunification of Private International Air Law:- 

The Warsaw System faced several successive disunification crises. The first 

was in 1965 when the US gave notice of its denunciation of the Warsaw Convention. '' 
As explained earlier, this crisis was easeâ, but not actually cureâ, by the airlines 

adoption of the Montreal Agreement of 1966 which convinced the US to withdraw ifs 

Unti12 1 August 1997, 140 countries were prty to the Wanaw Convention 
which renders the Warsaw Convention one of the most universally accepted 
conventions. 

The reason why the denunciation by only one state (the US) of the Warsaw 
System would result in a crisis is the hi@ amount of traffic that this countxy has. 
According to ICA0 studies the total number of passengers in North Amenca in 
1995 was 0.5 billion passengen (42% of world total) and the North Arnerican 
airlines had an average of 0.9 trillion rpk (39% of world total) . 



notice of denun~iation-~~ 

In general, the Warsaw System f- a disunification problem because of king 

a system rather than just a single convention, the rnethoâ that was chosen to amend 

the convention (by a protocol to protocol to protocols) has contributed greatly to the 

disunifcation of private international air Iaw. An amending protocol was not meant 

to preernpt the precedulg convention or protocol. Thus, states that rat@ a certain 

protocol would be subject to this protocol in their relations with other states that 

ratified the same protocol while the latter states would be subject to the old protocol 

or convention in their relations with other states that did not rati@ the latest 

amendments. Accordingl y, even wi thin the Warsaw S ystem, states ' relations CO uld be 

govemed by di fferent regimes." 

Furthemore, as it wouid be seen Iater, the unilateral reactions of states and 

airlines to the Warsaw crisis have contributed to the disunification of private 

international air iaw? 

5Z The reason why this crisis was only eased but not cured is that although 
the frame of the Warsaw Convention was preserved, a different liability regime was 
found for the passengers with destination, origin and stopping points in the US. 
Further this de facto amendment has been a step in the direction of the further 
disunification that has resulted fiom unilaterai acts of states to de facto amend the 
Convention, 

" The reason why not al1 states ratified the latest amendments of the 
Warsaw System would be discussed in details later on 

Y For more details, see chapter 4 of this study. 



B. The Obsoleteness o f  the Existing Unified Private lnternatioaal Air Law 

Rules:- 

The obsoleteness of the Warsaw System rules was caused by the failure to 

amend the System to meet the huge technical and financial changes that occurred d e r  

the Warsaw Convention was drafted, 

1. The Tecbnological and Financial Changes:. 

The Warsaw Convention was d d e d  in 1929 to meet the conditions prevailing 

at that time. Even the last enforced amendrnent to the Warsaw Convention \vas made 

in 1955? Thus, the technological and financial conditions that the Convention was 

made to serve have changed dramatically since that time. 

On the technological level, the aviation technology at the time of the Warsaw 

Convention was still in its experimental stages. One source notes that: 

Aviation was then a relatively primitive endeavour, with aircraft 
made of wood, fibre, and some metal, powered by piston-dnven 
gasoline fired engines, flown with stick and rubber by daring ''barn 

55 This amendrnent was that of the Hague Protacol. Further, even the 
amendment of the Guadalajara Convention was made only in the 1961 and the de 
fucfo amendment of the Montreal Agreement was made only in 1966. 



storming7' pilots who took-O@ and landed from dirt strips and 
navigated with visual landmarks and cornpass. With the lirnited 
technology available, the rnargin of safety for international air travel 
was disconcerting." 

Presently, aviation technology has attained a high level of developrnent. " It is 

even being voiced that aviation has become techwlogically mature by reaching its 

technological peek." 

On the financial level, the air transport industry has changed dramaticaally from 

being a financially weak industry that needs protection to k i n g  a financially strong 

industry. Despite the loses the industry has a~curnulated,~~ the industry is still 

considered fit and fiscally strong enough to defeat the need for the protection it was 

given under the Warsaw Systern. 

% "Breaking the Lirnits", supro n o t w t  269. 

57 Air transport is now considered to be one of the safest means of 
transportahon. 

'' The reason for that is that military aviation technology has reached a 
higher development level and that high technology was not employed in civil 
aviation for its inviability economically, Iike not employing the supersonic 
technology in civil aviation. 

" "Airlines in Turbulence", supra note 2 1 at (8: 

From 1977 to 1992, the global air transport industry earned gross 
revenue of j ust over $2 tri1 l ion, while operating expenses were 
% 1.96 trillion; operating profit was 2% of the revenue, and net 
profit was a maeger 0.6% of revenue. Worldwide, airlines have 
experienced a $1 5 billion shortfall over the last four years. 



2. The Failure to Update the Warsaw System:- 

The failure to intemationally update the Wamw System has perpetuated the 

Wanaw System crisis. The reason why states failed to modernise the Warsaw System 

will be discussed, in details, later on in this study, in short, the efforts to uniformly 

modernise the Warsaw System by brulging Montreal Protocols Nos. 3 and 4 into force 

have failed due to the acts of one state- Professor MiIde summarizes the reason for the 

failure to bnng this modemized version of the Warsaw Systern into force as follows: 

Those wtio participated in the 197 1 Guatemala City Conference and 
the 1975 Montreal Conference will recall that at that time only one 
counûy urgently required an amendment to the Warsaw System -the 
US. The Conferences were in fact a dialogue between the US and the 
rest of the world. The "rest of the world" recognized the practical 
problems of the US and made vast concessions to accommodate their 
needs. The Guatemala City Protocol was a compromise between the 
US and the rest of the worId; Article XX of the Protoc01 makes it 
clear that the Protocol uuuiot enter into force without ratification by 
the US. In 1975 the Montreal Conference further accommodated the 
wishes of the US and further amended the Guatemala City Protocol 
by replacing the gold clause with the SDR; however, Protocol No. 3 
created a new, separate and distinct instrument- "Wanaw 
Convention as amended at The Hague, by the Guatemala City 
Protocol and by Additional Protocol No. 3" which can enter into 
force upon ratification by any 30 states. Ratification by the US is not 
an indispensable condition for its entry into force?' 

Professor Milde continues: 

60 See "Warsaw Requiem", supra note 36 at 47. 
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The world kept waiting for the action of the US to rati@ Protocol 
No. 3 and states were delaying their own actions pmding the renilt 
of ratification by the US Senate. II mmust be mentioned with full 
frankness that al1 US administrations have been honestly committed 
to the ratification of the modernised Wanaw System but the 
difficdties arise in the Senate in view of the confiicting interests of 
the influential pressure groups, in partkular the powerful lobby of 
the tria1 lawyers.6' 

In conclusion, the weak financial and technological conditions that have 

justified the carriers' protectionism-oriented balance formula in the Warsaw 

Convention are no longer valid to justw such balance formuia at present. Accordingly, 

since efforts to update the old balance formula have uniformly failed, the Warsaw 

System has been facing a major crisis. This crisis has been made worse by some 

unilateral acts to ease the it disunifjing private international air law. 

II. THE REACTIONS TO TEE WARSAW SYSTEM CRISIS:- 

The Warsaw System crisis has reached an unkarable level; unrealistically low 

limits of liability, obsolete fault liability regime, unpractical document of cam-age 

system, etc. Since efforts to modemise the Warsaw System have failed, some states and 

airlines, out of the fiutration to unifonnly modemize the Warsaw System have begun 

to take unilateral steps to de facto amend the Warsaw System. 

The reactions to the Warsaw System crisis can be classifieci as fo1lows:- 



A. Unilateral Actions by States:- 

The ItaIian response to the Hrarsaw System crisis was In 1985 the 

Italian constitutional court, in Decision No. 132/1985, deemed that the limits of  the 

Warsaw Convention as amended at the Hague were unconstitutional "incompatible 

with the constitutional principles of the fundamental liberties ganted to al1 citizens 

under the constitution of 1948" .62 Later on, in 1988, the Italian parliament approved 

Law No. 274 which encompassed the later judgment." That law, which increased the 

limits of the H a y e  Protocol for death or injury of passengen to 100,000 SDR, was 

made applicable to dl Italian air -ers wherever they operate and to a11 other foreign 

air carriers when they operate to, nom, or through Italy. 

2. The United States of Amerka:- 

Beside the de facto amendment o f  the Montreal Agreement, which can be 

attributed to the actions of the US, the US has been de facto amending the application 

of Warsaw System in the US by case law- The US courts have been interpreting, or 

62 See G. Guerreri, "The Warsaw System ItaIian Style: Convention Without 
Lirnits" (1985) X Air L. 294-305- 

63 See G. Guerreri, "Law No. 274 of  July 1988: A Remarkable Piece of  
Italian Patchwork3(1989) XIV Air L. 176-1 82. 



even misinterpreting, the Warsaw Convention in favour of the consumers in order to 

balance the vast advantages that carriers enjoy under the Wanaw Convention and even 

the Montreal Agreement. The US courts have been using any loophole in the Wanaw 

System to break the limits of the carrier's liability. They have deemed the carrier's 

failure to give a notice of a ceriain size font worthy of breaking the limits of Iiability ; 

regarded the carrier in default with Article 3 of the Warsaw Convention if he did not 

deliver the passenger ticket at a certain point in t i~ne;~~  an4 finally, considered the 

carrier grossly negligent in cases where the damage was caused of accidents beyond his 

contr01.~~ 

Furthemore, in its answer to ICA0 questionnaire on air carrier liability, the 

US has expressed its intention to take a unilateral action to terminate the limits of 

liability for both national and foreign air carriers for "a11 international journeys 

ticketed in the United States and all United States citizens or permanent residents 

See ln Re Crash Disaster ut Warsaw. Poïartd on Murch 14, 1980, 16 Avi 
18,249 (1980). It should be mentioned, however, that this rule was reversed by the 
US Supreme Court in Elisa Chan. et al. V.  Koreun Airlines, 2 1 Avi 18,228(1989). 

65 See John Lisi. etc.. al. v. Alitalfa-Linee Aeree kaliane, 9 Avi 18,374 
(1 966). The United States' Court of Appeals held that "we read article 3(2) to 
require that the ticket be delivered to the passenger in such a manner as to afford 
hirn a reasonable opportunity to take measures to protect himself against the 
limitations of liability." 

66 See In Re Korcan Airfines Disaster of Seprember 1,1983. 19 Avi 17,596 
(1991) 



travelling internationally on tickets issued outside the United States ". " 

3. Other States:- 

Other developing and developed states fiom around the globe have taken 

unilateral actions to modernise the Warsaw System. For example, Australia increased 

the limits of some of its air carriers' Iiability to SDR 260,000; and Belgium did the 

same but only up to SDR 100,000. Derunark, the United Kingdom and Switzerland 

have increased the limits of liability of al1 their national air carriers to SDR100,OOO." 

B. Regional Actions by States:- 

The regionaf joint actions by states can be illustrated by Recomrnendation 1611 

of the Sixteenth Plenary Session of the Euopean Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC). " 

The Recommendation urged carriers to enter into an intercarrier agreement to raise 

their limits of liability to at least SDR 250,000. Anther example can be found in the 

" ICAO, Socio-Economic Anabsis of Air Carriers Liability Lirniis, ICAO 
Doc. AT-WP/1769 at A-3(1996), app. at A 4  [hereinafter "KA0 Socio-economic 
Anaiysis '1. 

69 The ECAC states are Austria, Belgiurn, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Iceland Ireland, 
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Mdta, Monaco, Netherlands, Kuigdorn of the, 
Nonvay, Poland, Portugal, Romanis, S lovak Republic, S lovenia, Spain, Sweden, 
turkey, United kingdom. 



decision of the Commission ofthe European Union that proposeci a Council Regdation 

on air camer liability which would subject the carriers for a strict liability regime up 

to ECU I00,ûûû and fault liability thereafier with no limits of liability. 

CI Actions by Airliaes:- 

Spontaneously, carriers from around the world have agreed to increase their 

limits of liability. Some airlines fiom Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, 

Finland, France, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Portugal, Sweden, And the United Arab 

Emirates, have increased their limits of lialiility up to SDR 100,000. Some Gerrnan 

carriers, even, increased their Iirnits of Iiabitity up to SDR 250,000. And, finally, al1 

Sapanese air carriers have arnended their conditions of camage to be subject to a strict 

liability regime up to SDR 100,000 and have presumed fault regime beyond 

SDR 100,000 with no limits of liability at alI.'' 

D. Joint Actions by Airlines Through 1ATA:- 

In addition to the 1966 Montreal ~greement," LATA asked in 1993, for 

antitrust immunities ,fiom the European Commission and the US Depamnent of 

Transportation @OT) to discuss the issue of modernizing the Warsaw System, 

70 See "ICA0 Socio-economic Analysis ", supra note 67 at A-4. 

7' For more details see chapter 2 of this study. 
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particularly the low Iimits of liability for international air carriers. Aftet king granted 

antitrust irnmunities," IATA, in 1995, convened an aidine liability conference in 

Washington. The conference concluded that the limits of liability of the Warsaw 

System are "grossly inadequate and should be revised as matter of urgency"; and that, 

however, this should be done with p r e s e ~ n g  the Warsaw System. The conference, 

further, urged the govements, through ICAO, to update the Warsaw System, and in 

porticular to brhg Montreal Protocol No_ 4 into force as a matter of urgency which 

should be considered separately from Montreal Protocol No.3 ? 

Later, at the Kuala Lumpur LATA conference in 1995, lATA adopted the 

Intercam-er Agreement on Passenger Liability (IIA), which tvas signed at that time by 

twelve carriers". The IIA was considered as an "umbrella accord" that encompassed 

the general understanding of the airlines to waive the limits of liability, thus, allowing 

passengen full recovery of cornpensable damages for death or injury to passengers. It 

72 The European commission granted an unconditional immunity, whiie the 
US DOT granted a conditional immunity. The DOT required, inter alia, that the 
liability of the international air carriers, towards passengers on international routs 
ticketed in the US and any US citizens and permanent residents traveling on any 
international rout, should be a strict Iiability with no limits of liability, similar to the 
regime in force for US domestic air transport. 

" The conference, M e r ,  objected to the conditions set by the US DOT 
order that granted antitrust immunities to IATA, since it would, inter alia, create 
unnecessary discrimination among passengers based on nationality. It shoufd be 
mentioned that due to these rather strict conditions the Washington conference 
failed to corne up with an intercarrier agreement to update the Warsaw System. 

74 This Agreement was later on and until the thirteenth of January 1997, 
signed by 80 airlines . 



also waived any defence under the Wanaw Convention, either up to a certain rnonetary 

Iimit, or without limits 

In 1996, the Agreement on Measures to Irnplement the IATA Intercanier 

Agreement (MIA), that was drafied by the IATA Legal Advisory Sub-Committee on 

Passengers Liability, was opened for signature to airlines." 

The MiA is an intercher agreement under which the airlines undertake to 

amend their conditions of carriage to comply with the regime founded by the MIA The 

regime adopted by the MIA is very similar to that encompassed in the uJapanese 

incitive": a st"ct liability regirne up to SDR 100 000, and a presumed fault liability 

regirne beyond SDR 100,000.7G Furthemore, the MIA gives the carriers the option of 

accepting the application of the law of the domicile or permanent residence for 

determininç the recoverable compensatory damage. Moreover, the carriers are given 

the chance, subject to necessary govemment authorization, to adopt limits lower than 

the SDR 100 000 on specific routes that could be well covered by Iower limits. 

The Air Transport Association (ATA) has also adopted its own implementing 

agreement (IPT). Aithough the PT, l ike the MIA, is made in the lines of the IIA, it 

" Until January 1997 the MIA was signed by 47 airlines. 

76 In other words the carrier can not use the defense of article 22(1) for 
daims under article 17 if the daim does not exceed SDR 100,000 and can do so in 
excess of SDR 100,000. 



implements the IIA in a slightfy different way than the PT. 

On November 1996, the US DOT approved the IATA package. " This approval 

was, however, accompanied by some conditions that could have challenged the 

application of the whole agreement." The conditions were:- 

(1) that the application of the law of the domicile as provided in the MIA be 

obligatory in the case of passengers having ongin, destination, stopping points in 

the US; and 

(2) that the optional provision that allowed the cam-er to adopt limits lower than 

SDR 100,000 on some specific routes, not be used by cam-ers on routes fiom, to, or 

stopping in the US.79 

" The IIA, MIA, and PT. 

The US DOT conditions were attaciced and criticized by many interested 
parties and schoolers. See, for example," Letter of M. Milde, to P.V. Murphy, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Aviation and International Anairs, Department of 
Transport. Printed in documents of McGi Il Conference: A i r  and Space Law 
ClzaIletzges: Con/onting Tonzorro w (Montreal : hstini te of Air and S pace Law, 
1996) at 4 [ unpublished]. See Also L.S. Clark "The IATA Liability Agreement: 
How the US DOT May Be Snatching Defeat from the Jaws of Victory" (1997) 
XXI1:I AM. Air & Sp. L. 67-7 1. 

The order has required more conditions such as:- 
(1) The provision for waiver of the Wanaw passenger liability limits. in 
its entirety, would be applicable on a systern wide basis. 
(2) For transportation to and from the US. , the provisions of the 
agreement would apply with respect to any passenger purchased a ticket 
on an airline party to the agreement, including interlining tnivel on 
carriers not party to the agreements. The carrier ticketing the passenger, 
or, if that carrier is not a party to the agreements, the carrier operating to 
or fiom the United Sates, would have the obligation either ensure that 
al1 interlining carriers were parties to the agreements, as conditioned, or 



On 8 January 1997, the US DOT, at the request of IATA, issued Order 

97-12 by which the DOT retreated from its previous conditions and accepted the 

IATA package uncondi tionall y. 

Since the timited presumed fault liability regime is to the carrier's advantage, 

it is legitimate to wonder why the would spontaneously gke away that 

advantage by ageeing to subject themselves to a regime of Iimited and/or strict 

liability. It is utopian to assume that the reasons for the airlines' action were strictly 

fairness and the consurners' well-being. In fact, the airlines t d  these actions for one 

or more of the following reasons:- 

(1 ) Carriers wanted to avoid k i n g  subjected to a stncter regime which might be 

adopted by states in the future. 

(3) By agreeing on a somewhat wiified regime and by preserving, to some extent, the 

Warsaw System, the carriers hoped to avoid long and costly litigations. Without 

unification of private international air law, litigation woutd be very cornplex, costly and 

Iengthy. Accordingly, carriers wanted to avoid that by preseMng the Warsaw System 

h e .  Moreover, by accepting an unlimited liability regime, the carriers can avoid the 

to itself assume liability for the entire journey. (See Wanaw Article 
3O(l) and (2) ), 
(3) The inapplicability for social agencies of the waivers of the lirnits 
and Article 20(1) cam-er defense of proof of non-negligence shall have 
no application to US. agencies. 

See DOT Order to Show Cause 96-10-7.3. 



prolongeci litigation that result h m  using the legal means of bachg the liability limits 

, Le.. proving wilfbl misconduct or non delivery of the documents of carriage. 

(3) Camea with an unlimited andla strict Liability regime will have a cornpetitive 

advantage over camCamers subject to the former limited fault liability regime; for the tirst 

regime is more favourable to the wnsumen than the second. 

(4) Mega carriers in favour of liberalitation (e-g, open skies policies ) might think of 

the laîter cornpetitive advantage as a means to reach liberalkation * 

i l L  THE EVALUATION OF TEESE { ACTIONS:- 

Al1 the aforementioned actions, put together, only palliated the Warsaw System 

crisis. In other words, although these actions have, to a certain extent, solved the 

obsoleteness problem of the Warsaw System, they did not solve the disunification 

problem, but, in fact, only made it worse. 

As Mr. Poonoosamy, the Rapporteur to the 30th ICA0 Legal Cornmittee 

Conference, stated in h i s  report on the Modernization and Consolidation of the Warsaw 

System:- 

80 As would be seen later, big airlines have an insunuice advantage over 
srnall and medium airlines under an unlimited liabiiity regime. Accordingly, small 
and medium carriers would face difficdties competing and rnight eventually be 
thrown out of the market, 



Self-evidently, a major shoctcoming of the Warsaw System, which 
ironically was designed for the unification of certain d e s  relating 
to the carriage by air, is now its very lack of uniformity on a most 
crucial point ofthe system With the various pemutatioas within the 
Warsaw System (including the instruments which are mt yet in 
force), it is estimated that there are potentially sonte 44 different 
combinations of liability regimes. 

Mr. Poonoosamy continues: 

As Professor Bin Cheng, Emerinci Professor of Air & Space Law in 
the University of London, pointed out more than 20 years ago: 
&-The resultant situation is, therefore, one of utter chaos. Not even an 
expert in the field is always able to tell which regirne a padcular 
carrier cornes under unless he is amed with a multitude of reference 
data, not al1 of which is always readily available. Even legal advisen 
and judges are confused This possibility is in itself prejudicial to 
the interest of the public. But apart from the confusion consequential 
prejudice which this multiplicity of liability creates, the present 
system or rather lack of system breeds inevitable discrimination 
among users of air transport. 

The rapporteur finally concludes that : 

[tlhe current disunification of the Warsaw System carries the seeds 
of its destruction. Yet the disunification of the Warsaw System will 
not be to the advantage of either passengers or caniea since its 
benefits, for example, in removing choice of jurisdiction conflicts 
outweigh its disadvantages which mise prirnarily from limitation of 
liability."" 

Report of the Rapporteur of the 30th Session of ICAO Legai Cornmittee on 
the Modernizufion und Consolidation of the Warsaw System, of ICAO Doc. LC/30- 
WP/4 ( i 996), app. A. 



Furthemore, al1 these reactions create legal complexity and uncertainty. First, 

it is well-known that the Warsaw Convention is an international convention between 

states and according to the general principles of international law and the law of 

treaties, it can oniy be amended by the states party thereto and not by unilateral actions 

of states or airlines. 

As for the airlines legal capacity to conclude such agreements, Article 32 of the 

Warsaw Convention states that "any clause contained in the contract and al1 special 

agreements entered into More the damage occurred by which the parties purport to 

infringe the rules laid d o m  in this Convention, whether by deciding the law to be 

applied, or by altering the rules as to jurisdiction, s/zafI be nu// and void " 

(emphasis added). Hoivever, the Warsaw Convention permits that its rules not be 

abided by in some aspects where it expressly allows SO.'~ 

Despite the wide acceptance of the IATA agreements, the [ATA solution is only 

a temporary one. Professor Milde asserts that "the Kuala Lumpur Agreement does not 

represent the end of the road; it is oniy a temporary and pragmatic "Band-Aïd" solution 

showing a possible way out of the impasses in which the states have k e n  for some 30 

years"." 

82 Article 22 of the Warsaw Convention, for example, pennits the increase of 

the lirnits of the carrier's liability by a special contract with the passager. See 
Warsuw Convention. supra note 1. 

83 See "Warsaw Requiem, suprn note 36 at 55. 



What could make the lATA Agreement more problematic is that Article 20 of 

the Wanaw Convention allows the limits of liability to be exceeded by a special 

contract between the passenger and the camer, wkle l e  lIA is an agreement behveen 

airlines. Thus, the obligation of carriers under this Agreement is towards other carriers 

rather than the passengen. This could raise the following legal prob1ems:- 

( 1 ) If a carrier party to an IATA Agreement concludes a contract of carriage with a 

passenger contrary to the M A  Agreement, the question arises as to whom that airline 

is responsible to that violation - the other airlines or the passenger? And, what is the 

penalty of this violation? In that case the carrier is not responsible to the passenger, the 

contract of camage concluded wvith the passenger should prevail over the IATA 

Agreement since the obligation under the tATA Agreement is towards other carriers 

party to the ageement not the passengen. Yet. it is far from clear what the penalty of 

this violation is, if there is one at all; and what measures other carriers can take to 

remedy the situation and avoid fùture violations. 

(3) The latter problem is further complicated due to the fact that the Warsaw 

Convention considers the documents of carriage only as primafacie evidence. Thus, 

if the real intention of the parties to the contract of carriage is to be examined in each 

case, Iitigation wvould be very compiex and lengthy. 



ln short, although al1 the aforementioned actions, to a certain extent, solved the 

obsoleteness crisis of the Warsaw System, they onIy made its disunification crisis 

worse. Furthennore, d l  the solutions found by these actions have serious inherent 

defects which would result in legal implementation problerns. 



CHAPTER 4 

Socioeconomie Analysis of the Warsaw System Crisis 

When domestically regulating air transport, states baiance the interests of 

air! ines and consumers according to their socioeconomic and political conditions. 

However, when balancing the interests of airlines and consumers intemationally, a 

conflict of interest between states is Iikely to aise since each state might have different 

conditions that need to be accommodated by different balance formulas. Thus, states 

should reach a compromise as to which balance formula should be adopted in order to 

avoid the chaos that would othenMse result frorn the disunification of private 

international air lawSw 

The Warsaw Convention of 1929 \vas adopted at a time when states had similar 

socioeconomic and political conditions, so it was a successful unification of private 

international air law, since no conflict of interest arose between states. Nevenheless, 

" See chapter 3 of this study. 



by the lapse of time, some states had dramatic changes in the conditions affecting the 

balance formula, white other states did not have any changes. Thus, a conflict between 

siates started taking place. Since al1 efforts to reach a compromise that would save the 

unified private international air law failed," the states that needed the change could not 

bear the situation and started taking unilateral actions to de fucto amend the old 

balance formula Accordingly, the Warsaw System statted to face disunification cnsis. 

The first conflict arose in t 965 between the USA and the rest of the wvorld- The 

US wanted to change the old balance formula of the Warsaw Convention because it 

had special socioeconomic conditions." Thus, the US gave notice of its denunciation 

of the Warsaw Convention. In 1966, the aviation industry through iATA, avoided the 

disunification problem that would have resulted from the US denunciation of the 

Warsaw Convention by adopting the Montreal Agreement, which de facto amended the 

Warsaw Convention and accommodated the US need for change." Although the 

Montreal Ageement solved the disunification problem that would have resulted from 

the US denunciation of the Warsaw Convention, it was the first step to the more 

' 5  The Guatemala City Protocol, the Montreal Protocols Nos. 1,2,3, and 4 
which never entered into force and never will. 

86 These conditions are main1y:- (1) The US never ratified the Hague 
Protocol, thus it had the old Warsaw Convention limits. (2)Tbe US had a very high 
cost of living compared to other states, thus the Warsaw limits were inadequate for 
it. (3) Domestically, the US carriers were never subject to a limited liability regime. 

81 Accordingly, the US withdrew its notice of denunciation later on. See 
chapter 2 of this study for more details. 



complex disunification crisis that we are facing today. 

Presently, the conflict is between developing countries on the one hand and 

developed countnes on the other or, in other, words between countries with big air lines 

and countries with small or medium airlines. In general, developed countries have 

socioeconornic conditions that necessitate a change in the old balance formula that is 

carrier protection oriented Huwever, although not al1 developing countries were 

satisfied with the oid balance formula, they were al1 still keen on maintaining sorne 

carrier protection in the future balance formula. 

According to a study conducted by ICAO: 

The dissatisfaction with the present situation (regarding the carries' 
l imits of liability towards passengen) was fairly general throughout 
the world. It ranged from 5 to 8 (63 per cent) responding States in 
Asialpacific to both States in North America. In the other four 
geographical regions dissatisfaction was expressed by 1 1 of 14 (79 
per cent) responding States in Africa; 20 to 30 (67 per cent) in 
Europe: 8 to 9 (89 per cent) in Latin AmericaKaribbean and 6 to 8 
(75 per cent) in the Middle East-" 

It should be mentioned that this ICA0 study \vas based on a questionnaire 

prepared by ICA0 and sent to states. Only seventy-two states (40 per cant of ICA07s 

members) responded to the questionnaire. Thus, the results are not very accurate, and 

"ICAO S~~o-economic Analysis", supra note 67 at 2. ICAO conducted 
further studies conceming the lirnits of liability in regard to cargo and baggage to 
find that only 41 states (out of the 72 responding states) are dissatisfied with the 
current situation regarding baggage, and only 35 states were dissatisfied with the 
current situation regarding cargo. 



the claimed "general dissiltisfaction" is not as general as it may sound Moreover, even 

if thk claimed dissatisfaction is general, or even universal, it does not mean that there 

is a general or univenal agreement between states as to how this dissatisfaction should 

be solved- In other words, there i s  still a conflict between states as to what balance 

formula should be adopted" 

Because this conflict $vas not solved, despite al! the efforts made to reach an 

international c~rnpromise,~ some states and airlines have taken unilateral actions to 

de facto amend the Wanaw System. This has resulted in anther, yet more cornplex, 

disunification crisis. One commentator noted that: 

This concept of uniformity has been descRbed as "a precious 
international gift which so far has not been insuficiently recognized 
in the current debate on the value of the Wanaw System". The most 
trenchmt problcm /tas been CO muintuin unifrni ity whiie d~fferent 
s cononiic condit ions prevail und (O cope will2 the tncreasing 

If we take, for example, the limits of liability, which is one the of the most 
controversial matter among states, we can see that although most states are not 
satisfied with the current limits, states disagree on the lirnits to be adopted. The 
responses to the ICA0 questionnaire indicates, as would be seen later, that most 
countries from Africa, Latin America/Cariibbean and Middle East were in favor of 
1 iabi 1 ity limits not exceeding SDR 100,000. While other states fiom AsialPacific, 
Europe, and North America stated that they would not settle down for any Limits 
bellow SDR250,000, even 21 of these states were in favor of uniimited liability- 

90 See GuutemaIu City Profocof, supra note 3, hfontreal Protocol No. 1, 
szrpru note 4; Montreai Protocol No. 2, ibi& Montreal Prorocol N0.3, ibid; 
Itlontreal Protocol No. 4, ibid 



disparily between indza-tria[lied and developing countries. '' 

LI. THE SOCIOECONOMK CONDITIONS AFEECTING THE DESIRED 

BALANCE FORMULA LN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIISS=- 

In general, developed countries have socioeconomic conditions that are best 

accommodated by, inrer aliu, a strict unlimited liability regime or a strict Iiability 

reçime up to a certain rnonetary amount and unlimited faul t liability regime thereafier, 

either with a reversal of the burden of proof or wvithout. Developing countries, on the 

other hand, have socioeconornic conditions that are best served by a more carrier 

protectionist regime: either presumed fault timited liability regime, fault unlimited 

liability regirne, or strict liability regime up to a certain rnonetary amount and fault 

un1 imited regime thereafier. 

The difference in the socioeconomic conditions between developing and 

developed countries that requires different balance formulae can be summarized as 

fo 110 ws:- 

9 i S.H. Shin. "The Warsaw System: Liability and the Common interest" 
( 1997) XXiI:I Ann. Air & Sp. L- 26 1 at 262 [ernphasis added]. 



A. The Cost of Living:- 

The first econornic condition that differs and, thus causes a conflict between 

developed and developing countries is the cost of living. Developed countries with a 

high cost of living desire higher limits for the camea liability or even no limits at all. 

Developing countries with low cost of living, on the other han& desire lower liability 

limits for the carrier's 1 iability? 

The courts' awvards for international death and injury cases would illustrate the 

vast difference between developing and developed countries. In the US, for example, 

according to a study by the General Accounting Office on aviation disasters, the 

average recovery for rvron_duul death in international aviation accidents are US S 

200,000 for cases settled without trial, and US $330,000 for cases that are litigated." 

While these amounts are considered to be relatively tow in the US . as compared to the 

US domestic aviation accidents awards (almost half the a rno~nt ) ,~  they are considered 

'' This is only normal because the low limits in developed countries would 
be insufficient to compensate the damage done to the consumer while it would be 
sufficient to remedy the damage in developing countries. 

93 United States, General Accounting Office, International Aviation 
Iniplicu~ions of Ratrfiing the Montred Prorocd Nu. 3 (Washington, D.C.: The 
Office, 1990) at 5, 

PI Dempsey asserts that: 
The Rand's hstitute for Civil Justice studied 2,200 death cases fiom 25 
major US domestic airline accidents between 1970 and 1984 and found 
that the average award to families of people killed in such accidents wvas 
$32 1,300 dunng the fint half of that period, and $408,500 in the second 



to be enormousiy high in other parts of the wvorld In the Gulf corntries, for example, 

which are considered to be some ofthe richest developing countries, the awards do not 

even corne close to  1/8th of the US awards. The following table shows the limits of 

compensation in some of the gulf c~untr ies .~~ 

1 COUNTRY 1 LMTS 1 
1 SAUDI ARABIA 1 $27,000 1 
1 U.A.E. 1 $4 1,000 1 
1 OMAN 1 $13,000 1 

This vast difference in the costs of living and judicial awards between 

developing and developed countries constitutes a large obstacle for adopting a unified 

half. about a third of which w a s  athibuted to non-economic damages( e.g ,  
mental anguish, pain and suffering), much of which would not be 
recoverable under Warsaw. It also studied the litigation and settlement 
results in 14 accidents involving 890 deaths under tickets covered by 
WarsawMontreal, finding that the 6750,000 ceiling was imposed in only 
1 1% of the deaths. The average compensation for passengen flying on 
Warsaw/ Montreal tickets was $78,587, while the average recovery for 
these not restricted by Warsaw was $474,990. 

See "Breaking the Limits", supra note 35 at 274. 

95 See F. Alrayani. Liubility und lmurunce Issues in the Gu,SRegion. 

(Kuwait Ainvays insurance and Safety Conference, Kuwaiî, 1995) [unpublished]. 



private international air law instrument with a limited liability regime (hat wvould be 

acceptable to al1 countries. 

B. Social Pressure:- 

Connectai to (A) above, countries with high cost of  living, in which the limits 

of the carrier's tiability are inadequate, face social pressure to adjust or abolish the 

lirnits of liability to meet the high cost of living in their society" 

Mormver, these countries face pressure to increase the camer's l iabil ity 1 imits 

or abolish them from other third parties in the society. For example, developed 

countries face pressure fiom the aircrafi manufacturers, airport authorities, air trafic 
7 

controllets (ATC). The effected by the liabiiity regirne o f  air carriers becawe - 
I 

they are potential defendants in some death and injury cases against the air carrier. I ( 
Since none of these parties' liability is limited, while the air carries liability is limited, 

they lobby to put pressure on the states to put a Iimit to, what they think is unfair 

camer protection. Furthemiore, some corntries face pressure from trial lawyea. In the 

US the powerful trial lawyers lobby against any attempt to adopt a liability regime 

that would protect the c a m e n  or limit their liability9' 

% This pressure is maximized by the increasing interest of the media and 
families support groups in the issue of the carriers liability. 

97 Because the low limits of the cam-ers' liability means low compensation 
to the consumen and thus low legal fees for the lawyea. 



On the other hanci, countries with low cost of living, in which the b i t s  are 

adequate, do not face such social pressure. The only pressure these countries face is, 

on the contrary, f?om theu national airlines that require the protection oflered to them 

by the Warsaw System. 

C. The Owoership of the National Airlines:- 

Countries with state owned airiines, mainly developing countnes, are generally 

keener on a cam-er protectionist balance formula. Specifically, a strict unlimited 

liability regime would burden their state-owmd, usualty uneconomic, airlines with 

extra expenses and debts. 

Countries with privately owned-airlines, mainly developed countries, do not 

have the burden of subsidizing their airlines' extra expenses and debts. Therefore, 

these countries are usually more influenced by domestic pressure for consumer 

protection. 

D, The Domestic Liability m i m e  of Air Carries :- 

Developed countries with a domestic air carrier liability regime that is less 

carrier protectionist have amther reason to desire an international liability regime that 

is more consumer protectionist oriented This ceason springs from the fact that the 



airlines of these countries have adjmted t heir conditions to the strict domestic liability 

regime, thus the effect of the international strict liability regime would be mitigated for 

thern. The airlines of other States which are not used to such regimes would need more 

time to adj ust their conditions to s u ~ * v e  in such a regime. 

One commentator asserted the following: 

In relative tenns, carriers which are already e x p e d ,  by law, 
contract or in reality to the consequences of unlimited passenger 
liability, will suffer mild consequences, since they are already paying 
an insurance prernium which is arguably cornmensurate ~ 4 t h  the 
esposure. These airlines are thus in a relatively strong position to 
decline immediate demands for premium increases. 

He continues 

the category of airIines which may thus escape immediate rate 
increases if limits are abolished or raised includes al1 US and 
Japanese carriers and, in addition but to varying degrees, al1 non-US 
carrier whïch are parties to CAB 18900 (the Montreal Intercamer 
Agreement of 1 967)." 

The fact that some airlines of certain countries have an advantage, in their 

1 iabil ity insurance, over other airlines connitutes another obstacle in the way of 

98 S. Brise, '%conomic lmplications of Changing Passenger Limits in the 

Warsaw Liability System" (1997) XW:I Ann Air & Sp. L. 121 at 128. 



reaching a universal compromise balance formula-" 

The insurartce premium each airline pays depends on the risk exposure of that 

airline and its size (the economies of scale).'* Accordingly, since each airline has 

di fferent risk exposure and different economies of scale, the effect of an increase in the 

limits of Iiability or an abolishment of the limits would differ fiom one airline to 

another in such a way that some airiines would have an insurance advantage over the 

others. 'O' 

K A 0 3  secretariat summanzed the factors by which the risk exposure of 

airlines is measured as fol1ows:- 

In general insurance will take a number of factors into account in 
amvinç at the rate charged for given airline liability exposure, such 
as: the amount of traffic carriedi the geography of the routes served, 
particularly if these involve countries as Japan or the United States 

99 It could be argued that although this advantage existed at the time of the 
Warsaw Convention it did not consist an obstacle in the states7 way to reach a 
compromise. However, under a strict unlimited Iiability regime this advantage 
wvould be maximized to the extent that some states would not be able to afford it_ 
Thus, under a strict liability regme the difference in the liability insurance premium 
consists a big obstacle in the states' way to reach a compromise. 

For the definition of nsk exposure, see Brise, supra note 98 at 127. The 
tenn risk exposure "is used to denote a higher or lower degree of risk. It includes, as 
main elements, the expected fiequency of daims and the expected average daim 
amounts. It has nothing to do with comparative pressure on rates in the marketplace, 
although that may ultimately prove to be the dominant pice factor-" 

'O' Socio-Economic Anulysis of Air Carrier Liabiliry Litnits by U TA, 
repnnted in ICA0 Doc. AT-WP/1773 (1996) at 2 [hereinafter " W A  Socio- 
economic Analysis"). 



where awards for persona1 injury are high; the exposure to risk on 
war insurance coverage; the nature of the route m k  (such as 
domestic andor international) and the liability regimes governing 
these routes; the types of passengers cam-ed (businessmen, tourists, 
domicile) and the loads involved; the airline's claiin history and 
premiums it has paid; the amount of each claim the airline agrees to 
pay before calling in the insurer, that is the "deductible"; the 
airline's reputation and known safety consequences; the type and age 
of aircraft operated; any particular liability exposure atrecting the 
airline in question; and the rates which comparable airlines are 
paying. However as significant as al1 these elernents may be, the 
most important of al1 is the capacity of the market, that is the sum of 
the risk exposure which each insurer is prepared to take. 'O2 

The other element that affects the -murance premiums the airlines pay is the rt 
size of the airline (economies ofscale)! The bigger the airline the more and better 

insurance offers it attracts; thus the cheaper the insurance premium becomes. In fact, 

big airlines pay higher insurance premiums than smaller airlines. However, relatively 

those premiums are cheaper than those of smaller airlines- It should, however, be 

mentioned that small airlines can enjoy the advantage of the economies of scale by 

concluding a poil insurance agreement with the insurers. 

Since big airlines of developed countries have less risk exposure and bigger 

economies of scale, they would have an advantage over maIl and medium airlines. The 

question is: What is the estimated increase in insurance premiums that a new strict 

unlirnited Iiability regirne will bring and how vast is the advantage that big airlines 

would have over srnaIl and medium airlines (how big is the gape between small air 

'" See "ICA0 Socio-economic Analysis", s u p  note 67 at 4. 
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Iines and big airlines) ? 

The increase or abolishment of the airlines' limits of liability would result in 

an increase in the compensation amounts claimed by consumen, meanhg higher risk 

exposure. if the risk exposure increases, the airlines' insurance presumes \vil1 rise 

accordingly. Now to answer the fim question: What is the expected increase in the 

insurance premiums? Due to a Iack of data, it k impossible to accurately calculate this 

expected increase. Some experts suggest that the increase in the insurance premiums 

would be around 30 per cent. 'O3 Others estimate the increase to Vary fiom O to 150 per 

cent. 'OJ The increase itself does not mise a conflict between states if it is distributed 

evenly. What actually causes the conflict between states is that the percentage of the 

increase will not be the same for al1 airlines. Now to answer the second question: How 

vast is the advantage that big airlines would have over other airlines? 

According to M A :  

In the event of an increase in the limit, the estimated increase 
premium for the policy covering inter alia passenger liability ranged 
fiom O to 30 per cent in Afnca, 35 per cent in Latin 

Iw IATA believes that the increase in the insurance presumes would not be 
enormous since: (1) Some airlines already face the risk of breaking the limits of 
Iiability in some liberal jwisdictions such as the US. (2) Applying the law of the 
domicile rule would make the awards more realistic and moderate. (3) Under an 
unlimited liability regime the insurers wouId be able to calculate the insurance 
presumes on a realistic basis. See, "IATA sociwconomic analysis') supra note 10 1 
at 2. 



America/Can%bean, 5 to 50 percent in Europe, 100 percent in the 
Middle East, and 25 to I 50 per cent in Asia/Pacific. Some of the air 
carriers pointed out that any increase to the premium would be 
dependent upon the bebaviour of the particular insurance Company 
and the London insurance market; some predicted their estimates of 
a hi& increase in premiums upon Iiability limits up to SDR250,OOO. 
One air carrier estimated an increase of 25 per cent if al1 airlines 
adopted higher limits. 'O5 

According to ICAO the effect of the increase would be trivial. The ICAO 

It would appear that even in a worse case scenario any increase in 
fares corresponds to the increased costs concemed would in most 
cases be well under US. $2 per round trip (with the highea 
exception remaining in a single dollar figure) which may be 
compared with the average international round trip fare paid of about 
U. S. $620 in 1 994. 

The ICAO Secretanat further, trivialized the impact of the increase or 

abolishrnent of the limits by comparing the increase to the huge operational cost of 

airlines. They noted that : 

[Fligures on the increase in the insurance premiums, whether in 
percentage terms or in global amounts, may appear to be large, but 
these must be put in the context of what they may represent in ternis 
of increase in the overall cost of operation and, ultimately, in terrns 
of any corresponding increase in fairs. 'O7 

'OS Ibid- 

'" See "'ICA0 Socioeconomic Analysis", supra note 67 at 5. 

'071bid. 
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This argument, hoivever, is not as sound as it may appear to be. Seven Brise 
refuted the latter argument as follows: 

The oft repeated general obsewation that the liability premiums 
make up that fraction of industry operating costs is at best though- 
provoking In an industry which is known to be comparative, 
bordering on suicidai, and where individual companies without 
exception are under constant pressure to reduce cost, no avoidable 
cost item, big or mall, is acceptable. New cost are therefore resisteâ, 
unless they add value to the product which motivate a higher price, 
or ad& market share. Any other attitude would irnply that aidines 
are run as charitable institutions, which is an absurd thought A 
slightly more meaninml background for attempts to rneasure the 
cost impact of reform would be to compare aggregate insurance 
costs for scheduled carriers - currently around US $2 billion per 
annum- with the corresponding annual profit figure - estimated to be 
around US $5.5 billion; a figure which, one might ad& has fallen 
below previous forecasts, due to recent substantial increase in fuel 
cost. Airlines sensitivity to cost increases, regardless of cause, is 
permanent. Mounting risk exposure - now that the cost increasing 
effect of higher limits seems to be generally understood - is therefore 
unlikely to be silently accepted by any airline without careful 
analysis of the effect that the proposed reform is likely to have, cost- 
wise and corn petition-wise. 'O8 

Some experts tq to further mitigate the eEect of the insurance gap between big 

airlines and srnall airlines by asserting that mal1 airlines of developing countries 

already enjoy the advantage of having cheaper labour costs than big airlines of 

developed countrie~. '~~ Thus, the insurance advantage that big airlines would have 

'O8 Brise, supra note 98 at 122- 123. 

1 0 9  Labor cost is one of the highest operational cost for aidines and thus plays 
a big role in cornpetition between airlines. For more information, see "Airlines in 
Turbulence", supra note 15 at 55. 



under the new strict unlimited liability regime would only balance the low Iabor cost 

advantage of small airlines. Although this argument is theocratically me, in reality it 

is not. Small airlines had difficulties competing with big airlines even with the one- 

sided low labor cost advantage. Thus, if that advantage is taken away fiom them or 

balanced by giving big airlines an insurance advantage, competition for small airlines 

would be harder if not impossible. 

To conclude, the difference in the liability insurance premiums between big and 

srna11 airlines, and the cornpetitive advantage resulting therefiom, would be an obstacle 

in the states' way of reaching a new unified balance formula. 

III. CONCLUSION :- 

The vast di fference in the socioeconornic conditions between states, main1 y 

between developing and developed states, has k e n  a stumbling block in the way of 

updating private international air law in a unified way. 

The reason why a compromise has not been reached, so far, and seems very 

unlikely to be reached in the near future, is that any sacrifice by states to reach a 

compromise ivould be so great that no state would be able to afford its consequences. 



The small airlines ofdeveloping countries would, under a new strict regirne, be 

burdened with new expenses and debts. This might result in the bankniptcy and loss 

of these airlines, if they are privately-owned, or burden the govemments owning them 

with extra expenses and debts that they cannot afford, if they are state-owned. With 

the growing importance of the air transport industry, developing countries can not give 

away the control of the infrastructure of the air transport service to and fiom their 

temtorïes by surrendering that s e ~ * c e  to Foreign air carriers. "O 

Moreover, some developing countries, in which the old limits of liability are, 

if not cornpletely adequate, not badly in need of an immediate change, wonder why 

they should accept a change that would not benefit them or their citizens, but rather 

would only harm their national airlines."' 

The big airlines ofdeveloped countries, on the other hand, are only going to 

face a trivial effect if a more liberal balance formula is adopted. Since these developed 

countries face no pressure fiom their national airlines, but rather face enormous social 

''O For more details about the importance of the air transport industry, see 
chapter one of this study. 

I I 1  The reason why citizens of some developing countries would not benefit 
from the increase in the lirnits of Iiability is mainly because the courts awards' in 
their countries are in Iine with the low cost of living in their countries. Thus, the 
increase in the limits of Liability wvould not, necessarily, mean higher awards for 
them. 



pressure from consumers and third parties in the society, they are keener on consumer 

protection than on air carrier protection. 



CHAPTER 5 

ICAO's Reaction to the Warsaw System Crisis 
and the Future of Unified Private International Air Law. 

ICAO, an international govemmentaf organization of 185 States, has k e n  

involved in the process of adopting uniîjring, and updating private international air 

law.'" Howvever, ICAO's efforts to confront the Warsaw System crisis have not been 

very successful. [CAO'S reactions to the Warsaw System crisis has been late, slow, 

and, often, in vain. 

The first Warsaw System crisis, in 1965, upon the US notice of denunciation 

of the Warsaw Convention, \vas confronted by ICA0 but solved by IATA. CAO'S 

efforts to convince the US to withdraw its notice of denunciation failed-'13 It was the 

"* ICAO has the capacity to prepare a new private international air law 
instruments and also arrange for the amendment of the Warsaw System. As far as 
the Warsaw Convention is concerne4 although Article 4 1 of the Warsaw 
Convention gives France the capacity conceming the amendment of the Warsaw 
Convention, France gave away this capacity to ICAO since 1955. 

"-%AO called for a special meeting on limits for passengers under the 
Warsaw Convention and the Hague protocol. This meeting did not have the 
characteristics of a diplornatic conference thus did not have the capacity to take 



1966 LATA Intercam-a Agreement that pemiaded the US to withdraw its notice of 

denunciation. 'IJ 

Moreover, al1 the succeeding efforts by ICA0 to update the Wanaw System, 

except the Hague Protocol and the Guadalajara Supplementaty Convention, were in 

vain. The Guatemala City Protocol, the Montreal Protocols Nos. 1,2, 3, and 4, which 

were spomed by ICA0 to amend the Warsaw Convention, or the Wafsaw Convention 

as amended by a certain protocol, never came into force and never will. IL' 

As for the reactions to the current Warsaw System crisis, although both M A ' S  

and ICAO's reactions came only after the situation deteriorated to a chaos level of 

disunification, IATA's reaction, again, \vas prïor to that of ICAO. In fact, the reaction 

of IATA has triggered ICAO's reactioa lATA adopted the IL9 in 1995 and 

implemented it, in 1996, by the MIA.'I6 On the other hand ICAO's reaction started 

enforceable decisions. The meeting, in fact, did adopt some recommendation, but 
these recommendations were never implemented. For more information see M. 
Milde, ''The Warsaw System and Limits of Liability - Yet Another Crossroad?" 
( 1993) XVIïI:I AM. Air & Sp, L. 201 at 2 10. 

II4 It was only one &y d e r  the acceptance of the 1966 Montreal Agreement 
by the US Civil Aeronautical Board (CAB) that the US withdrew its notice of 
denunciation of the Warsaw Convention. 

"* For more information, see chapter 2 of this study. 

For more details, see chapter 3 of this study. 



only in 1996, and no meaningful resdts were reached uatil now. "' 

In November 1995 the ICAO Council adopted the item "Modemization of the 

Warsaw System and Review of the Question of the Ratification of International Air 

Law Instruments" to be on the agenda of the thirty-first legal committee meeting . '18 

[t]he Council also decided that a Secretariat Study Group be 
established to assist the Legal Bureau in developing a mechanism 
within the frarnewvork of [CAO to acceterate the modemization of 
the "Warsaw Systern". Having considered the Study Group's 
recommendations on the 14 March 1996 at its 148 Session, the 
Council decided to refer this matter to the Legal Cornmittee as well 
as to request the Legal Bureau, assisted by the Study Group, to 
present a first draR of the new instrument recommended by the Study 
Group to the Council. The Legal Bureau pesented a k t  draft of the 
new instrument to the Council on 2 October 1996 at its 149th 
session. Upon consideration of the draft instrument, the Council 
placed special emphasis on the urgency of rnodeminng the Warsaw 
System and the need for the Legai Cornmittee to finalize work on the 
new instrument by the close of its 30th Session, so that a Diplornatic 
Conference could be convened as soon as possible thereafler to 
fomally adopt the new instrument. 

Indeed, the Legal Bureau and the Study Group came up with a ciraft instrument 

that was approved by the ICAO Coumil, studied by the Rapporteur of Legal 

I l 7  ICAO was inactive towards the Warsaw System crisis since the adoption 
of the Montreal Protocols in 1975, and its actions thereafler were just the 
encouragement of states to rat@ the Montreal Protocois. 

Il8 See, Reporr of K A 0  Secretariat on the Issue of Modernking the Warsaw 
Sysrcin, ICAO Doc. LC/30-WP/2 ( 1 997) at 2. 



Committee, and submitted to the 30th Session of  the Legal Committee that met in 

Montreal behveen 28 Aprii and 9 May 1997. '" Later, the [CAO Council approved the 

draft text, sent state letter (LE 4/51-97/65) to states to comment on the draft text, and 

is expected to cal1 for a diplomatic conference to consider the matter of rnodemizing 

the Wanaw System. "' 

II. THE 30TH SESSION OF THE ICA0 LEGAL CONMITTEE:- 

The Legal Committee spent the bulk ofits tirne addressing agenda item number 

4 titled '- Modemization of the Warsaw System and Review of the Question of 

Ratification of International Air Law instruments". Worliing on the basis of consensus, 

the Cornmittee considered the draft text of the new Warsaw instrument article by 

article. 

''O See M. Milde " cCWar~aw" System- from Requiem to Resurrection?" [ to 
be published later in 19971 Lloyd's Aviation Quarterly [hereinafter "Warsaw 
Resurrection"]. Professor Milde assert that: 

The procedure adopted for the work in ICA0 in 1996 strangely departed 
from the weLl established and observed " Procedure for the Preparation of 
Dra& Conventions" which would require a Secretariat study, report by a 
Rapporteur, session of a Special Sub-Cornmittee of the Legai Committee 
and a session of the Legal Cornmittee. 

12' A diplomatic conference can approve, amend, or conpletely disapprove 
the draft text and draft a new text 



The 30th Legal Committee was an iliustration of the conflict between 

developing and developed states conceming the balance of the consumers' and the 

carriers' interests. Although both were, in principle, in favour of modernizing the 

Warsaw System, developed countries were in favour of more consumer protection, 

while developing countries opted for increased carrier protection. 

[t should be mentioned, however, that the Legal Committee meeting did not 

completely illustrate the conflict of interest for the following reasons: 

( 1 ) The percentage of representation at the meeting \vas low. Less than one-third of 

ICAO's memben were represented (6 1 states out of 1 8S states attended). 

(2) A large number of the states that were represented were inactive. Their attendance 

\vas motivated by a desire to observe the positions and intentions of other states rather 

than an active contribution to resolving the conflict. 

(3) Even with this low percentage and inactive participation, a number of crucial 

aspects, like the liability regime, were not agreed upon by the Committee and were left 

for consideration by the diptomatic conference. 

Accordingly, the dimensions of the conflict between developed and developing 

countries were not completely uncovered at the 30th Session of the Legal Committee. 

The balance formula encompassed in the draA tem approved by the Committee does 

not necessarily establish a compromise that would be automatically approved at the 



diplomatic conference to adopt the draft text '" 

B. The Balance of Interest Formula Adopted In Tbe Draft Text and tbe Views 

of States:- 

1. The Unit of Compensation:- 

The draft t e~q  adopted the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) as the unit of 

compensation for the carrier's Iiability. The SDR is a wise choice for it is a monstacy 

unit that is less effected by inflation. Thus, the limits of IiabiIity in the new convention, 

if there are any, wvould not have to be adjusted to inflation periodically or as offen as 

other units of compensation would need to be? 

2. The Limits of Liability- 

The draft instrument adopted diffèrent limits of liability for the carriers 

liability. 

'" The diplomatic conference is expected to take place in 1998. 

There were no objections in the Legal Cornmittee to adopting the SDR as 
the unit of compensation. However, as would be seen later, some delegates raised 
doubts regarding the need for an escalator clause with the existence of the SDR as 
the unit of compensation . In other words, why should there be a need for an 
escalator clause if the SDR is a unit of compensation not effected by inflation? 



2.1 The Carriers' Liability for Death o r  Injury of tbe Passengers:- 

The draft instrument adopted an unlimited liability regime conceming the 

carrier's liability for death or injury of the passengea. This was adopted regardless of 

the opposition from a few developing corntries which favoured a limited liability 

regime, even if the limits were extremely high (as high as 250,000 or even 330,000 

SDR).'" In faft, the desperiite need of the majority of developed countries for an 

unlirnited liability regirne blocked, and will continue to block, any attempt from other 

states to adopt any specific limits for the carriers liability conceming death or injury 

of the passengen. Thus, it seerns that developing countries drew back, and will draw 

back at the diplomatic conference, from requiring a limit of liability to requinng 

carriers' protection in other fields (e.g., the liability regime). In other words, 

developing countries view their acceptance of the unlimited liability regime as a 

bargainhg tool to achieve carriers' protection in other fields. 

2.2 The Carrier's Liability Regarding Baggage:. 

Unlike the carrier's liability for death or injury of the passengen, the canîerr' 

liability for the loss or destruction of the baggage (checked, unchecked, persona1 

"[A] few delegations proposed that there should be a numerical limit, 
with the possibility of an updating mechanism. It was stated that developing states 
would, because of insurance costs, find it dificult to accept a regime of unlimited 
liability". Dr& Report on the Work of the Legal Cornmittee During its 30th 
Session, ICA0 Doc. LCf30-WP/ 7-4 at 4- 18. 



camion baggage) is limited. However, the Committee did not agree on a monetary 

amount for that limit (although it stated a sum of SDR 1,000 as an indication, in 

conformity with the Guatemala City Protocol) and lefi that matter to be decided at the 

diplomatic conference. 

2.3 The Carrier's Liability for Cargo:- 

As the cimier's liability for baggage, the carrier's liability for cargo is limited. 

Moreover, the Legal Committee indicated îhat the limits would be approximately SDR 

17 per kilogram (in conformity with Montreal Protocol No. 4) but, in fact, did not agree 

on what the limit should be and left this decision to the diplomatic conference. 

2.4 The Carrier's Liability for Delay:- 

Although the draH instrument, like the original Warsaw Convention, did not 

specify any limits for the camer's Iiability for delay, the amount of compensation is 

expected to be around SDR 4150 regardiag delay of passengers (in harmony with 

Montreal Protocoi No.3); for the delay of baggage and cargo, the amount of 

compensation is not expected to exceed the limits for their loss or destruction. 

- 

See 'Warsaw Resunection", supro note 120 at 5 6 .  
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3. The Escalator Classe:- 

The drafi instnunent adopted an d a t o r  clause by which the limits of liability 

can be periodically reviewed and adjusted to inflation Article 2 1, Paragraph 5 of the 

drafi text outlines two ways by which this adjustment c m  take place: 

(1)  The ICA0 Council is obligated to rwiew the limits of the carrier's liability every 

five years and has the authority to mise these limits (adjust them to inflation) if the 

inflation rate exceeded 10 per cent The adjusted limits would be adopted by the vote 

of two-thirds of the ICAO Council and shall enter into force afier six months of the 

submission to the states Party, unless two-third of the states party reçister their 

disapproval with the ICAO Council. 

(2) One-third of the states party to the new instrument can request that the ICA0 

Council follow the latter procedure at any time, provided that the inflation rate exceeds 

30 percent. 

Although this escalator clause was accepted with minimal opposition in the 

Legal Cornmittee, it is unlikely to be easily accepted at the diplornatic conference for 

the following reasons: 

(1) The escalator clause was not prepared by the Secretariat but proposed by the 

Kingdorn of the Netherlands at the conference. Thus, states did not have enough time 



to study the proposal and evaiuate its consequences- 

(2) Some states, as India, doubt the need for an escalator clause if the unit of 

compensation is a unit that is not affected by inflation ix.. the SDR. 

(3) Not oniy does Article 21(5) give the ICA0 Council a tùnction not recognized by the 

Chicago Convention, but it also invents a new way of arnending international treaties 

not recognized by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Iz 

(4) It is unliliely that states, especially those in favour of low limits of liability, would 

accept that an international convention they are party to be amended by a council they 

are not a member of, especially if that amendment is against their political wili. 

Moreover, in some countries this procedure rnight be unconstitutiona1. 

Accordingly, aithough the escalator clause would be an excellent way to avoid 

the obsoleteness of the limits of liability and, thus, a crisis similar to that of the 

Warsaw System, its acceptance might face some dificulties at the diplornatic 

conference. 

4. The Means for Breaking the Limits of Liability:- 

Since the draft text does not provide for limits on the carrier's liability 

126 See ibid at 1 1. Professor Milde estimated that " while such procedure is 
not expressly foreseen in the Vienaa Convention on the Law of Treaties, there is no 
legal obstacle to such an innovation ifagrecd by states. " [ernphasis added]. But the 
question here is:- would the states accept it or not? 



conceming death and injury to passengers, Ive can no longer speak about legal means 

for breaking the limits of liability in that field. The means, however, still exist for the 

camer's liability conceming loss or damage of cargo and baggage and delay. 

Nevertheless the drafi text has eliminated the failure to deliver a bsggage check or an 

ainvay bill as a mean of breaking the limits of liability. '" The only remaining means 

for breaking the carrier's limits of liability is willful misconduct of the camer. In the 

wording of Artide 2 1mc of the draft text 'ihe damage resulted from an act or omission 

of the carrier, its servants or agents, done with intent to cause damage or recklessly and 

with knowledge that damage would probably resuk " 

S. The Conditions o f  Liability: 

Again a distinction should be made regarding the cam-er's liability for:- 

5.1 Deatb or  Injury for Passengers- 

Article 16(1) of the draft text makes the carrier liable for death or bodiIy or 

mental injury"' for the passengers, provided the fol lowing conditions are met: 

12' ICA0  Drofl Convention, supra note 7, art. 2 1 (2). 

12' The drafi text expressly provide for the carrier's liability for mental 
injury. This is  an improvernent over the Warsaw Convention which only provide for 
"bodily injury"; a terrn that has caused some considerable difficulties in some 
judicial systems in trying to interpret it and figuring if it includes mental injuries or 
not. 



(1) the damage was caused by an accident; and 

(2) the darnage took place on board the aircraft or in the course of embarking or 

disembarking of the passengers. 

The carrier is liable for the loss or destruction ofor damage to the baggage if 

"The damage w a s  c a w d  by an eventlZ9 that occumed on board the aircraft or in the 

course of embarking or disembarking or at any time when the baggage was in the 

charge of the carrier".'" As for unchecked baggage, the only condition the drafi tex? 

stipulates is that the damage be caused by the fault of the carrier."' 

The cmSer's liability for the loss or destruction of, or damage to cargo is 

limited to damage taking place during the carriage by air. ln 

''' Contraiy to the case of death or injury to passengea, the draft text does 
not require an accident, but only an event, as a condition to the carrier's Iiability for 
the loss or destruction of or damage to the baggage. 

"O See iCA0 Dr@ Convention. supra note 7, ait. 16(2). 

l3 ' See Ibid 

'" See ibid., art 17(l). For the definition of "-age by air " see ibid , art 
1 7(4). 



5.4 Damage Caused by Delay:- 

The ody condition that the draft text stipulates is the fault of the camer i-e. the 

camer or its servants did not take a11 necessary measures that couid reasonabIy be 

required to avoid the damage or that it was possible for it or them to take such 

mesures. 133 

6. The Liability Regime:- 

The draft tea adopted different liability regimes conceming the carrier's 

liability for passengers, checked baggage, unchecked baggage, delay, and cargo. 

6.1 Death or Injury to Passengem- 

Although there was a consensus, as has been mentioned eariier, in the Legal 

Committee as to the adoption of an unlimited liability regime, no consensus \vas 

reached regarding the liability regirne to be adopted. The Committee agreed, however, 

that there should be at least two tiers o f  liability regimes. Thus, Article 20 of the draft 

text included three alternatives, in square brackets, concerning the liability regime to 

be adopted, and lefi the matter to the diplomatic conference to decide the liability 

'33 See ibid., art. 18. 
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regime of the camer conceming death and injury to passengen. 

The three alternatives adopted similar limits and liability regime for the first 

tier. They al1 provided that the limit of the first tier should be SDR 100,000 , and that 

the carrier's liability for daims up to that limit should be absolute f the carrier is Iiable 

for the darnage regardless of its fault and without a general requirement of a causal link 

behveen the carrier's act and the damage sustained). three alternatives, however, 

differ in the number of tiers to be adopted and the burden of proof in each tier, as 

follows: 

( 1 ) Alternative One adopts a bvo-tier Iiability regime. In regard to the second tier, this 

alternative gives each state, at the time of its ratification of the Convention, the 

opportunity to place the burden of proof on the carrier or the passengers. The choice 

that a astate makes is binding on it and its carriers. 

( 2 )  Alternative Two a h  adopts a two-tier Iîability regime. Conceming the second tier, 

this alternative establishes a fault liability regime without the reversai oFthe burden of 

proof. However, this alternative gives each state, at the time of its ratification of the 

Convention, the chance to 

declare that in any action brought before a Court within its territory, 
the liability of the cam*er for damages arising under Article 16, 
paragraph 1 shall be limited to 100,000 Special Drawing Rights, 

In an absolute liability regime the Convention itself prescribe when and 
for whose acts the carrier's liability arïse, without requiring a general cawal link 
between the carrier's act and the damage- 



unless the damage so sustained was due to the fault or neglect of the 
camer or its servants or agents acting within their scope of 
empioyment '" 

(3) Aitemative Three establisha three tien of Iiability. As mentioned before, the first 

tier is up to SDR 100,000 with an absolute liability regime; the second tier is from SDR 

100,OO to a certain monetary limit, that wodd be set later by the dipiornatic 

conference, with a fault liability @me and with a reversal of the burden oFprooE, the 

last tier would start from the upper Iimit of the second tier without an upper limit for 

it, with a fault liability regime without the reversal ofthe burden of proof. 

Although al1 three alternatives try to offer a compromise between the 

aforementioned conflicting interests of states, al 1 t hree would create legai problems if 

adopted. Professor Milde hishlighted the "inherent faults" of these alternatives as 

follows: 

( 1 ) Alternative One "would not solve the problem and would possibly introduce serious 

disunity in the system of liability and unsolved conflicts - how to solve the problem if 

the state of departure, the state of destination, the State of the carrier and the forum 

made different b'decelerations7' under proposed Article 20?"'M It could be added that 

this alternative might cause legal problems conceming the definition of the tenn 

13* Drafi Article 20. 

13' See "Warsaw Resurrection ", supra note 12 1 at 10. 
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''airlines of a state". The question remains wkther this tem, used in Article 20, refen 

to the state of registry of the airline or the state of domicile (where the airline has its 

permanent place of business), or even the state of ownen hip of the airline? 

(2) Alternative Two would "lead not only to disunity of the system but also to active 

"forum shoppin< to bring the daim to a court not requiring the claimant to prove 

carrier's fautt."'" 

(3) Professor Milde describes Alternative Three as the " most far-fetched since it 

-7 t38 would introduce a three-tier system . 

To conclude, the Legal Committee agreed on an absolute liability regime up to 

SDR 100,000 for the tim tier. But the Committee did not agree on the path the camer's 

1 iabi li ty would take thereafter. The Committee decided to incl ude three alternat ives and 

to leave that decision to the diplornatic conference. 

6.2 Damage to Baggage:. 

The draft text adopted an absolute liability regime for damage to checked 

13' Ibid 

13* Ibid 



baggage.L39 nius,  the camer is liable for the loss or destruction of. or damage to 

checked baggage regarciiess of its fauit (even though it or its servantdagents took al1 

necessary measures to avoid the damage or it was impossible for them to take such 

measures). Furthemore, since this liability regime is absolute, a causal Link is not 

necessarily required beîween the camer's act and the damage, rather the new 

instrument itself describes when the liability arises and when the carrier can be 

exonerated fmm liability. '" 

As for unchecked baggage, the instrument adopted a fault liability regime with 

a reversa1 of the burden of proof. The carrier is presumed to be liable for the damage 

it causes unless it proves that it or its servantsiagents were not at fault (that the camer 

or i ts servantdagents took al1 necessary measures to avoid the damage or it was 

impossible for them to take such measures). "' 

6.3 Damage to Cargo:- 

The same liability regime that was adopted for checked baggage was adopted 

for cargo s-e. absolute liability regime. nius, that which was said for checked baggage 

-- - - 

13' See ICAO Dra3 Convention, supra note 7, art. 16 (2). 

140 For more detaiis, see the conditions of liability and exoneration fiom 
Iiability. 

'' ' See ICAO Druft Convention, supra note 7, art 1612). 



can abo be said for cargo. 

6.4 Damage Resulting from Delay:- 

The same regime that was adopted for unchecked baggage \vas adopted for 

delay, i.e., fault liability regime with the reversal of the burden of proof. So, the same 

explanation for uncheclied bsggage applies to delay. 

7. The Scope of  Application:- 

The draft teA? has only included drafiing improvements over the original 

Warsaw text concerning the scope of the Convention's application. Thus, the draft 

instrument still applies only for international cam-age by air of passengers, baggage, 

and cargo.'.'' 

Furthemore, the draR te.- included the necessary provisions of the 

Guadalajara Convention to regulate the liability of the actual carrier along with that of 

the contractual carrier. lJ3 Thus, the scope of application o f  the draft text is widened to 

include both the contracting and the actual camer, "the former for the whole of the 

lJ2 See ibid, art. 1, for the definition of international carriage by air for the 
purposes of applying the draft instrument. 

IJ3 See ibid., ch. V. 



caniage contemplated in the agreement, the latter solely for the cam-age which it 

pe r f~ rn i~ " . ' ~  

Moreover, Aiticle 2 of the draf? Convention expressly states the inclusion of the 

carriage perfomed by states in the scope of the instrument's application. "* However, 

Article 2 expressly excludes the carrïage of postal items for the scope of application 

of the Convention, 

8. The Documents of Cartiage :- 

The drafi Convention has simplifieci the regime of the documents ofcamage 

for the benefit of the carrier without prejudicing the interest of the consumes. The 

simplified regime requires minimum information on the documents of carriage and 

further allows the nondelivery of the documents of adage if they were substituted 

by "'any means which preserves the infomiati~n".'~~ This simplification is ua ma~or 

achievernent for the airlines currently spending some 30% of their operating cost on 

Ibid., art. 34. 

'" Drafi Article 48, however, states that- 
a state may at any tirne declare by a notification addressed to the 
Depository that this Convention shall not apply to the camage of 
penons, cargo and baggage for its military authorities on aircrafls" 
registered in that state, the whole capacity of which has k e n  reserved 
by or on behalf of such authorities. 

'" See ibid.. art. 3 and 4. 



'distribution " ". '" Yet. it would not endanger the interest of the consumers. 

8.1 The Passenger Ticket and the Baggage Check- 

The only required information in the passenger ticket or its substitution is the 

place of destination and departure. If the place of destination and departure are in the 

same countryT and the -age involves stopping places m other countnes, at Ieast one 

stopping place shouid be indicated on the ticket. As for the baggage, the draft text 

requires the carrier to deliver only a "baggage identification tag" for each piece of 

baggage. 

Furthemore, the carrier is required to give the passenger witten notice that 

the Convention may, if applicable, limit the carrier's liability for death or injury, loss 

or destruction of baggage and delay. The text, however, does not prevent the camer 

from availing itself fiom the limits ofliability, like the Warsaw Convention didT for the 

failure to deliver the documents of carriage and/or delivering irregular documents that 

does not include the required information or the liability notice. lJ8 

8.2 The Air Waybil1:- 

The required information in the Air Waybill is the same as that required 

1-57 See "Warsaw Resurrection", supra note 120 at 6. 

1-58 ICA0 Dr# Convention, supra note 7, art. 3(5). 
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in the passenger ticket plus an indication of the nature and weight of the 

consignment-'"' Furthemore, the daft tea  does not sanction the carrier for its non- 

delivery of the Air Waybill andor the delivery of an irregular Air Waybill. '" However, 

the carrier is not obliged, for cargo, to give any notice, whether wrïtten or not, 

conceming the possibility of the application of the Convention and the limits of 

1 iability. 

The Legal Committee agreed on the inclusion of the four jurisdictions of the 

original Warsaw Convention in the new d d  instrument-15' However, no agreement 

was reached on the adoption of the "fiflh jurisdiction". '" Thus, the matter of the fifth 

jurisdiction was left in square brackets for further consideration and decision by the 

diplornatic conference. '" 

''O Ibid., art- 8- 

"' See chapter 2 of this study for more details. 

'" The fiAh jurisdiction gives juridiction to the courts in the temtory of the 
passençer's domicile or permanent residence if the concemed carrier operates 
service to and from that temtory a d o r  has an establishment there. 

'" The discussion of the fi* j~sdiction took an unusual path at the Legal 
Committee. After the chainnan asked the US to intrduce its fiRh jurisdiction 
proposal, some 18 counties, including developed European counmes, made 
comments rejecting that proposal. Lnstead of putting that proposai to vote, the 
chairman announced a coffee brake. M e r  the coffee break the chairman notified 



The US'S need for a fifth jurisdiction is not novel. The US has k e n  asking for 

the fifth jurisdiction since the Guatemala City Rotocol. Although the US need for tifth 

jurisdiction was accommodated by the Guatemala City Protocol, it would not be easily 

accommodated in the new convention. The simple reason for this is that the Guatemala 

City Protocol established an unbreakable limited liability regime. Thus, it did not 

matter whic h court bad j~sdiction as long as the liability was limited and unbreakable. 

Nonetheless, under an ualimited liability regime, and since some courts are considered 

more generous than othen, detennining which courts have jurisdiction plays a big role. 

Thus, some states wanted to narrow the =ope of courts having jurisdiction to exclude 

those generous courts. Accordingly, solving the fifth jurisdiction conflict would be one 

of the biggest tasks confionthg the diplornatic conference. 

It should be mentioned that Article 28 of the drafi text introduced the possibility 

of permim'ng arbitration regarding passengers claims in addition to cargo claims. This 

matter did not marshal consensus at the Cornmittee and was left in square brackets for 

that there is a general disapproval of the fi& jurisdiction proposal but asserted that 
the matter should be further discussed since the proposal was subrnitted by the US 
which is a country that weights heavily in the aviation field. Afienvards, the 
disapproving countries started retreathg and agreed with a proposal to leave the 
matter till after the liability regime is ageed upon. It could be said that developed 
disapproving countries thought that the opposition of developing countries is bigger 
than thein'. Thus, if they approved the tif& jurisdiction proposal, even thought 
they do not in fact agee, it rnight put some pressure on the developing countries to 
make compromises in other fields, like the liability regime, and then these 
deveIoped states would give up the f i f i  jurisdiction. Otherwise, why would the 
developed countnes that disapproved the fia jurisdiction proposal want to wait 
until other matters are solved, if they, in principle, disapprove the tifth jurisdiction. 



further consideration by the diplornatic conference. 

10. Exoneration :- 

It has been mentioned that fadt liability regime requires, inter ulio, a faulty act 

by the carrier and a causal link between the act of the carrier and the damage. Strict 

liability, however, requires only a causal link between the act, whether faulty or not, 

and the damage. In an absolute liability regime neither a causal link nor a faulty act is 

required Since the ciraft text adopted different liability regimes conceming damage to 

passengen, baggage, cargo, and delay the exoneration di ffers accordingly. Dr& 

Article 19 sets the general principle that "if the camer proves that the darnage was 

caused or contributed to by the neglipnce or other wrongful act or omission of the 

person claiming compensation, or person from whom he or she derives rights, the 

carrier shall be wholly or partly exonerated fiom its liability to the claimant to the 

extent that such negligence or wvrongful act or omission caused or contributed to the 

damaçe"'5'. While Article 19 sets the general principle, Articles 16, 17, and 18 sets 

some details concerning the exoneration from liability. 

Article 19 does not set as a general principle that the carrier is exonerated 
from l iability if the damage was not caused by its act, but it oni y provide that the 
camer is exonerated fiom liability if the damage was contributed to by the act or 
omission of the ciaimant. 



10.1 Damage to Passengers and Baggage :- 

Besides the general exoneration of contriiutor negligence, Article 16( 1 ) 

stipulates that the carrier shall be emnerated from its liability if the death or injury 

resulted solely fiom the state of health of the passenger. Paragraph 2 further exonerates 

the carrier from liability if the damage to baggage resulted solely fiom "the inherent 

defect, quality or vice of baggageY7. As for unchecked baggage, since the ciraft adopted 

a fault liability regime therefor, the carrier sball be exonerated from liability if the 

damage \vas not caused by its act and or that the act was not faulty even if committed 

by the carrier. "* 

Aside from the general contributory negligence exoneration, Article 2 7 

exonerates the carrier from liability if the damage to cargo 

resulted solely from one or more of the fol1owing:- 

a- inherent defect, quality or vice of that cargo; 

b- defeai-ve packing of that cargo performed by a person other than 
the camer or i ts servants or agents; 

'55 The carrier is considered at fault under the new instrument if it or its 
agentslservants fail to talie al1 necessary measures to avoid the damage or if it was 
possible for them to take such measures. 



c- an act of war or armed conflict; 

d- an act of public authority camied out in connexion with the entry, 
exit or transit of the cargo- 

The carrier is exonerated fiom Iiability for delay if the damage was not caused 

by its own act and/or if that act \vas not faulty. 

C. Conclusion :- 

It is very clear that the new draft adopted a balance of interest more consumer- 

protectionist oriented. In fact, even if the rnatters which were put in square brackets, 

are adopted at the diplornatic wnference in accordance with the desires of developing 

countries, the draft text would still offer a regime more favourable to consumers than 

any of the other Warsaw System instruments- 

While the draft text offen the carrier only the advantage of a simplified regime 

for the documents of caniage, it offen the consumers, inter alio, the following 

advantages over the various Warssaw Systern instruments: 

( 1 ) enhancement andfor the abolishment of tirnits of liability; 

(2) better liability regime. (Absolute and/or fault with the reversal of the burden of 



proof); 

(3) Iess strict conditions of tiability. 

(4) the assurance that the Iimits would not be eroded by inflation (the Escalator 

Clause). 

(5) The possibility of expanding the courts with j urisdiction (the fiW jwkdiction) 

and/or the acceptance of arbitration for passengers cases. 

III. CONCLUSION:- 

woke up to take a big step in the way of 

modernizing the unified private international air law ICA0 did a tremendous job in 

preparing for the Legal Committee Conference and preparing a drafi instrument for 

updating and uniQing private international air law. The Legal Committee, in tum, 

made considerable progress in breaking the ice of conflict between states conceming 

the balance of interests. The fùture of wified private international air law will be in the 

hands of the diplornatic conference, and will depend on the abiiity of states to reconcile 

their conflicting interests. 



CONCLUSION 

Air transport is a wmplex international activity that requires coherent 

international regdation in order to avoid the chaos that would othenvise result. 

Liability rules, which include the balance of interests between carriers and consumers, 

are particularly sensitive matters in private international air law. Without global 

unification of which, the operation of international air trmspon is impeded; conflicts 

of laws and conflicts of jurisdictions regarding liabil ity in international air transport 

complicates and prolongs the resolution of liability disputes, negatively impacting on 

both the  consumers and the carriers, 

The international community enjoyed the unification of private international 

air law for only a short p e n d  of time after the Wanaw Convention. Unified pnvate 

international air law started, afierwards, to face a series o f  disunification crises that 

endangered its existence and thus the operation of international air transport. 

These crises were confronted by both ICAO and IATA. All iATA7s efforts 

succeeded, while not al1 efforts by ICAO were successN. IATA's efforts resulted in 



the 1966 Montreal Agreement and the 19% Kuala Lumpur Agreement. On the other 

hand, although ICA0 made tremendous efforts in preparing the Hague Protocol, the 

Guadalajara Supplementary Convention, the Guatemala City Protocol, the Montreal 

Protocols Nos. 1, 2, 3. and 4, only the Hague Protocol and the Guadalajara 

Supplementary Convention have entered into force. Recently, ICAO prepared a new 

draft instrument to replace the old Warsaw System, and organized the 30th Session of 

the Legal Com*ttee which revised the cirafi text of that instrument The ICA0 Councii 

approved the te* gave notice to the States thereof and asked them to comment on the 

text, and is expected to cal1 for a diplomatic conference to formally adopt a new 

instrument of pnvate international air law in 1998. It is still too early to evaluate the 

latter effort by ICAO since the matter is dependent on the result of the diplomatic 

con ference. 

An observer of the current, which could perhaps be the last, Warsaw System 

crisis would find that history is ironically repeating itself Just as the first Warsaw 

System crisis, in 1966, was fint confionted and, to a certain limit, solved by IATA, the 

current cnsis was fim confronted by IATA And just like the 1966 Montreal 

Agreement did not completely solve the crisis, the 1 996 Kuala Lumpur Agreement, the 

IIA, was only considered as a temporary solution But wil1 the current ICAO efforts 

face the same destiny as its efforts after the 1966 Montreal Agreement? Would the 

diplomatic conference succeed in rnodemizing a unif id  version of private intemational 

air law? 



And if  the diplornatic conference does adopt a new convention, will this new 

convention enter into force, or face the same unfortunate destiny of the Montreal 

Protocols? 
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APPENDUC 1 

Dr& Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules for 
International Carriage by Air 



LU30 - Drafting Group 
Report 
96/97 

DRA= COhiEh'ION FOR THE UNIFICA~ON OF CERTAIN RULES FOR 
IhTERh'ATIONAL CARMAGE BY AiR 

THE STATES PARTIES TO THIS CONVEhrIION; 

RECOGKIZIKG the significant contribution of the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules 
Relating to International Carriage by Air signed in Warsaw on 12 October 1929 and other. related 
instruments to the harrnonuation of private international air law; 

RECOGNIZING the need to modernize and consolidate the Warsaw Convention and related instruments; 

RECOGNZlh'G the importance of ensuring protection of the interests of consumers in international 
carriage by air and the ne& for equitable compensation based on the principle of restitution; 

REAFFIRMING the desirability of an orderIy development of international air transpon operations and 
the smooth flow of passengers. haggage and cargo; 

CONVINCED that collective State action for funher harmonization and codification of certain niles 
governing international carriagc hy air through a new Convention is the rnost adequate meaw of achieving 
an equitablr: balance of interssu; 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

Chapter 1 

Generai Provisions 

Article 1 - Scope of Application 

1. This Convention applies to ail international carriage of persons, baggage or cargo 
performed by aircraft for reward. It applies equaily to gramitous carriagc by aircraft performed by an . 
air transpon undenaking. 

2. For the purposes of this Convention, the expression iwemarional carriage means any 
' 

carriage in which. according to the agreement between the parties, the place of departure and the place 
of destination, whethèr or not there be a break in the carriage or  a transhipment, are situated either within 
the territories of two States Parties. or within the tenitory of a single State Party if there is agreed 
stopping place within the tenitory of another State. even if that State is not a State Party: Carriage 



between two points within the territory of a singfe State Party without an agreed stopping place within 
the territory of another State is not international carriage for the purposes of this Convention. 

3. Caniage to be performed by several successive air carriers is deerned, for the purposes 
of this Convention, to be one undivided -age if it has been regarded by the parties as a single 
operation, whether it had b e n  agreed upon under the form of a singfe contract or of a secies of contracts, 
and it does not lose its international character merely because one contract or a series of contracts is to 
be performed entirely within the territory of the same State. 

4. This Convention applies also to caniage as set out in Chapter V, subject to the terms 
contained therein, 

Article 2 - Carriage Performed by State - Postal Items 

1. This Convention applies to carriage performed by the Stateor by legally constituted public 
bodies provided it falls within the conditions laid down in Article 1. 

2. In the carriage of postal items the carrier shall be liable oniy to the relevant postal 
administration in accordance with the rules applicable to the relationship between the carriers and the 
postal administrations. 

3. Except as provided in paragraph 2 of this Article, the provisions of this Convention shall 
not apply to the carriage of postal items. 

Chapter II 

Documentation and Duties of  the Parties Relating to the Carriage of 
Passengers , Baggage and Cargo 

Article 3 - Pasengers and Baggage 

1. In respect of carriage of passengers an individual or collective document of carriage shall 
be delivered containing: 

a) an indication of places of departure and destination; 

b) if the places of departuce and destination are within the territory of a single State Party, 
one or more agreed stopping places being within the territory of another State, an 
indication of at least one such stopping place. 

2. Any other means which preserves the information indicateû in paragraph 1 may be 
substituted for the delivery of the document refend to in that paragraph. If any such other means is 
used, the carrier shall offer to deliver to the passenger a written statement of the information so 
preserved. 



3 - The carrier shail deliver to the passenger a baggage identification tag for each piece of 
checked baggage. 

4. The passenger shall be given written notice to the effect that, if the passenger's joumey 
involves an ultimate destination or stop in a country other than the country of deparhire, this Convention 
may be applicable and that the Convention govem and in some cases limits the liability of carriers for 
death or injury, loss of or damage to baggage, and delay. 

5. Non-cornpliance with the provisions of the foregoing paragraphs shall not affect the 
existence or the validity of the contract of carriage, which shall, nonethless, be subject to the niles of this 
Convention [inciuding those relating to l'imitation of liability.) 

Article 4 - Cargo 

1. In respect of the carriage of cargo an air waybill shall be delivered. 

2. Any other rneans which preserves a record of the carriage to be performed may be 
substituted for the delivery of an air waybill, If such other means are used, the carrier shall, if so 
requested by the consignor, deliver to the consignor a receipt for the cargo pemining identification of 
the consignrnent and access to the information contained in the record preserved by such other means. 

Article 5 - Contents of Air Waybill and Cargo Receipt 

The air waybill and the cargo receipt shdl include: 

(a) an indication of the places of depamre and destination; 

(b) if the places of departure and destination are within the territory of a single State Parry, 
one or more agreed stopping places being within the territory of another State, an 
indication of at least one such stopping place; and 

(c) an indication of the nature and weight of the consignment. 

Article 6 - Dgcription of Air Waybilt 

1. The air waybill shall be made out by the consigner in three original parts. 

2. The first part shall be marked "for the carrier"; it shall be signed by the consigner. The 
second part shall be marked "for the consigneen; it shall be signed by the consignor and by the carrier. 
The third part shall be signed by the carrier who shail band it to the consignor afier the cargo has been 
accepted. 

3. The signature of the carrier and that of the consigner may be printed or stamped. 



4, If, at the request of the consigner, the carrier makes out the air waybill, the carrier shall 
be deemed, subject to proof to the contcary, to have done so on behaif of the consignor, 

Article 7 - Documentation of Multiple Packages 

When there is more than one package: 

(a) the carrier of cargo has the right to require the consignor to make out separate air 
waybills; 

(b) the consignor has the right to require the carrier to deliver separate receipts when the 
other means referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 4 are used. 

Artide 8 - Non-compliance with Documentary Requiremenîs 

[ Non-cornpliance with the provisions of Articles 4 to 7 shall not affect the existence or the 
validity of the contract of carriage, which shall, none the less, be subject to the mies of this Convention 
including those relating to limitation of liability.) 

Article 9 - Responsi bili ty for Particulars of Documentation 

1. The consignor is responsibte for the correctness of the particulars and statements relating 
to the cargo insened by it or on its behalf in the air waybill or furnished by it or on its behaif to the 
carrier for insertion in the cargo receipt or for insertion in the record preserved by the other means 
referred to in paragraph 2 of Anide 4. The foregoing shall also apply where the person acting on behalf 
of the consignor is also the agent of the carrier, 

2. The consigner shall indemnify the carrier against di damage suffered by it, or by any 
other person CO whom the carrier is liable, by reason of the irregularity, incorrecmess or incompieteness 
of the particulars and statements furnished by the consignor or on its behaif. 

3. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the carrier shall indemnifj. 
the consignor against al1 damage suffered by it, or by any other person to whorn the consignor is Iiable, 
by reawn of the irregularity, incorrectness or incompieteness of the particulars and statements inserted 
by the carrier or on its behalf in the cargo receipt or in the record preserved by the other means referred 
to in paragraph 2 of Article 4. 

Article 10 - Evidentiary Value of Documentation 

1, The air waybitl or the cargo receipt is prima facie evidence of the conclusion of the 
contract, of the acceptance of the cargo and of the conditions of carriage mentioned therein. 

2. Any statements in the air waybill or  the cargo receipt relating to the nature, weight, 
dimensions and packing of the cargo, as well as those relating to the number of packages, are p r h a  facie 



evidence of the facts stated; those relating to the quantity, volume and condition of the cargo do not 
constitute evidence against the carrier except so far as they both have been, and are stated in the air 
waybill to have been, checked by it in the presence of the consignor, or relate to the apparent condition 
of the cargo. 

Artide 11 - Right of Disposition of Cargo 

1. Subject to its Iiability to carry out al1 its obligations under the contract of carriage, the 
consignor has the right to dispose of the cargo by withdrawing it at the airpon of departure or destination, 
or by stopping it in the course of the joumey on any landing, or by calling for it to be delivered at the 
place of destination or in the course of the journey to a person other than the consignee originaliy 
designated, or by requiring it to be returned to the airpon of departure. The consignor must not exercise 
this right of disposition in such a way as to prejudice the carrier or other consignors and must reimburse 
any expenses occasioned by the exercise of ihis right. 

2. If it is impossible to cany out the insuuctions of the consigner the carrier must so infonn 
the consignor forthwith. 

3, If the carrier carries out the instructions of the consignor for the disposition of the cargo 
without requiring the production of the part of the air waybill or the cargo receipt delivered to the latter, 
the carrier will be liable, without prejudice to its right of recovery fiom the consignor, for any damage 
which rnay be caused thereby to any person who is IawfUlly in possession of that part of the air waybill 
or the cargo receipt. 

4. The right conferred on the consigner ceases at the moment when that of the consigne 
begins in accordance with Article 12. Nevenheless, if the consignee deciines to accept the cârgo, or 
cannot be comrnunicated with, the consignor risumes its right of disposition, 

Article 12 - Delivery of the Cargo 

1. Except when the consigner has exercised its right under Article 11, the consignee is 
entitled, on arriva1 of the cargo at the place of destination, to require the carrier to deliver the cargo to 
it, on payment of the charges due and on complying with the conditions of carriage. 

2 ,  Unless it is otherwise agreed, it is the duty of the carrier to give notice to the consignee 
as soon as the cargo arrives. 

3 - If the carrier admits the loss of the cargo, or if the cargo has not arrivecl at the expiration 
of seven days afier the date on which it ought to have anived, the consignee or consignor is entitled to 
enforce against the carrier the rights which flow fkom the contract of caniage. 



Article 13 - Enforcement or the Righls of Consignor and Consignee 

The consignor and the consignee can respectively enforce al1 the rights given them by 
Anicles 11 and 12, each in its own name, wbether it is acting in its own interest or in the interest of 
another, provided that it carries out the obIigations imposed by the contract of carriage, 

Article 14 - Relations of Consignor and Consignee or Mutual Relations of Third Parties 

1. Articles 1 1, 12 ancl 13 do not affect either the relations of the consigner and the consignee 
with each other or the mutuai relations of third parties whose rights are derived eitber from the wnsignot 
or fiom the consignee. 

2. The provisions of Articles 11, 12 and 13 can only be varied by express provision in the 
air waybill or the cargo receipt, 

Article 15 - Formalities of Customs, Police or Other Public Authorities 

1. The consignor must fùrnish such information and such documents as are necessary to meer 
the formalities of customs, police and any other public authorities before the cargo can be delivered to 
the consignee. The wnsignor is Iiable to the carrier for any damage occasioned by the absence, 
insufficiency or irregularity of any such information or documents, unless the darnage is due to the fault 
of the carrier, ifs servants or agents, 

2. The carrier is under no obligation to enquire into the wrrectness or sufficiency of such 
information or documents. 

Chapter IIX 

Liability of the Carrier and Extent of Compensation for Damage 

Article 16 - Death and lnjury of Passengers - Damage to Baggage 

1. The carrier is liable for darnage sustained in case of death or bodily or mental injury of 
a passenger upon condition ody that the accident which caused the death or injury took place on board 
the aircrafi or in the course of any of the operations of embarking or disernbarking. However, the carrier 
is not liable if the death or injury resulted solely fiom the state of health of the passenger, 

2. The cimier is liable for damage sustained in case of destruction or loss of, or of damage 
to, baggage upon condition only that the event which caused the destruction, loss or damage took place 
on board the aircrafi or in the course of any of the operations of embarking or disembarking or during 
any period within which the baggage was in the charge of the carrier. However, the carrier is not liable 
if the damage resulted solely ftom the inherent defect, quality or vice of the baggage. In the case of 
unchecked baggage, including persona1 items, the carrier is liable if the damage resulted fiom its M t .  



[3 - If the carrier admits the loss of the checked baggage, or if the chedced baggage has not 
arrived at the expiration of twentpne days afier the date of which it ought to have arrived, the passenger 
is entitled to enforce against the carrier the rights which flow fiom the contract of caniage.] 

[4-1 Unless otherwise specified, in this Convention the term "baggage" means both checked 
baggage and unchecked baggage. 

Article 17 - Damage to Cargo 

1 , The carrier is fiable for damage sustained in the event of the destruction or Ioss of, or 
damage to, cargo upon condition oniy bat  the event which caused the damage so sustained took place 
during the carriage by air. 

2. However, the carrier is not Iiable if it proves that the destruction, loss of, or damage CO, 

the cargo resulted solely from one or more of the following: 

(a) inherent defect, quality or vice of that cargo; 

(b) defective packing of that cargo performed by a person ocher than the carrier or its 
servants or agents; 

(c) anactofwaroranarmedconfli~; 

(d) an act of public authority cacried out in connexion with the enuy, exit or transit of the 
cargo. 

3. The carriage by air within the meaning of paragraph f of this Article comprises the period 
during which the cargo is in the charge of the carrier. 

4. The period of the carriage by air does not extend to any carriage by land, by sea or by 
inland watenvay performed outside an airpoa. If, however, such carriage takes place in the performance 
of a conuact for carriage by air. for the purpose of loading, detivery or uanshipment, any damage is 
presumed, subject to proof to the conlraty, to have been the result of an event which took place during 
the carriage by air. If a carrier, without the consent of the consignor, substitutes carriage by another 
mode of transport for the whole or part of a carrïage intended by the agreement becween the parties to 
be carriage by air, such carriage by another mode of transport is deemed to be within the period of 
carriage by air, 

Article 18 - Delay 

1. The carrier is liable for damage occasioned by delay in the caniage by air of passengers, 
baggage, or cargo. Nevenheless, the carrier shail not be liable for damage occasioned by delay if it 
proves that it and its servants took al1 measures that wuld reasonably be required to avoid the darnage 
or that it was impossible for it or them to t*e such measures. 



P. For the purpose of this Convention, delay means the failure to carry passengers or deliver 
baggage or cargo to theit immediate or final destination within the time which it would be reasonable to 
expect €tom a diligent carrier to do so, having regard to al1 the relevant circumstances-] 

If the carrier proves that the damage was caused or contributed to by the negligence or 
other wrongful act or omission of the person claiming compensation, or the person from whom he or she 
derives his or her rights, the carrier shalt be wholly or partty exonerated fiom its Iiability to the claimant 
to the extent that such negligence or wrongful act or omission caused or contributed to the damage. 
When by reason of deatk or injury of a pawmger corn-on is claimed by a person other than the 
passenger, the carrier shall likewise be wholIy or panfy exonerated fimm its liabiiity to the extent that it 
proves that the damage was causd or contributed to by the negligence or other wrongfitl act or omission 
of that passenger. 

Article 20 - Compensation in Case of h t h  or Injury o t  Passengers 

[Alternative 1 

1. Subject to paragraph 2, the carrier shdl not be liable for damages arising under Article 
16, paragraph 1 and which exceed 100,000 Speciai Drawing Rights': 

(a) if the carrier proves that it and its servants and agents took al1 measures that 
could reasonably be required to avoid the damage, or that it was impossible for 
it or them to take such measures; or 

(b) unless the damage so sustained was due to the fault or neglect of the carrier or 
of its servants or agents acting within their scope of employment or agency. 

2, At the tirne of ratification, adherence or accession, each State Party shall declare which 
of either subparagraph (a) or subparagraph (b) of the preceding paragraph 1 shall be applicable to it and 
its carriers. A State Party which has declared that subparagraph (b) shall be applicable to it, may later 
make such a declaration in respect of subparagraph (a) uistead. Ail declarations made under this 
paragraph shall be binding on dl  other States Parties and the Depositary shall notify al1 States Parties of 
such declarations. 

Alternative 2 

1. The liability of the carrier for damages arising under Article 16, paragraph 1, shall not 
exceed 100,000 Special Drawing Rightsl if the carrier proves that it and its servants or agents took al1 
rneasures that could reasonably be required to avoid the damage or that it was impossible for it or them 
to cake such rneasures. 

2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 of this Anicle, any State Party may by notification to the 
Depositary at the time of ratification or acceptance, or thereafier, declare, that in any action brought 



before a Court within its territory, the Iiability of the carrier for damages arising under Anicle 16, 
paragraph 1 shall be Iimited to 100,000 Special Drawing Rights', unless the damage so sustaineû was 
due to the fault o r  neglect of carrier or of its servants or agents acting within their scope of ernptoyment, 
The Depositary shall inform al1 orher States Parties accordingly and shalt keep current a list of States 
Parties having made such declaration. 

Alternative 3 

1. Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, the liability of the carrier for damages arising under 
Article 16, paragraph 1, shall not exceed 100,000 Speciai Drawing Rights' if the carrier proves that it 
and its servants or agents took al1 measures that could reasonabIy be required tu avoid the damage or that 
it was impossible for it or them to take such maures .  

2. The liability of the carrier above an amount of [ )= Special Drawing Rights shall 
be subject to proof that the darnage sustained by the passenger was due to the fault or neglect of the 
carrier or  its servants or agents acting within their scope of empioyment,] 

M i d e  21 - Limiîs of Liability - Conversion of Monetary Units 

1. (a) In the case of damage caused by delay to passengers as specified in Article 18 in the 
carriage of persons the Iiability of the carrier for each passenger is Iimited to [4 150P 
Special Drawing Rights, 

(b) In the carriage of baggage the Iiability of the carrier in the case of destruction, loss, 
damage or delay is limited to (1 000)' Special Drawing Rights for each passenger unless 
the passenger has made, at the tirne when checked baggage was handed over to the 
carrier, a special declaration of interest in delivery at destination and has paid a 
suppIernentary sum if the case so requires. In that case the carrier will be liable to pay 
a sum not exceeding the declared sum, unless it proves that the sum is p a t e r  than the 
passenger's actual interest in delivery at destination- 

2. (a) In the carriage of cargo, the Iiability of the carrier in the case of destruction, loss, 
damage or delay is limitai to a sum of [17]' Special Drawing Rights per kilogramme, 
unies the consigner bas made, at the tirne when the package was handed over to the 
carrier, a special declaration of interest in delivery at destination and has paid a 
supplementary sum if the case so requires, ln that case the carrier will be liable to pay 

This amount wu set as a tentative figure- 

Nommunt was set. 

This figure is taken from Additional Protofol No. 3 and is u s 4  for illustrative purposes oaly. 

This figure is taken from M o n t d  Protocol No- 4 and is used for illustraiive purposes only. 



a sum not exceeding the declared sum, unlm it proves chat the sum is greater than the 
consigner's actual interest in delivery at destination, 

(b) In the case of loss, damage or delay of part of the cargo, or of any object contained 
therein, the weight to be taken into consideration in determining the iunount to which the 
carrier's liability is limitai shail be only the total weight of the package or packages 
concerned. Nevertheless. when the loss, damage or delay of a pan of the cargo, or of 
an object contained therein, affects the value of other packages covered by the sarne air 
waybill, or the same receipt or, if they were not issued, by the sarne record preserved 
by the other means referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 4, the total weight of such 
package or packages shall also be taken into consideration in detennining the limit of 
liability. 

(c) The foregoing provisions of paragraphs I(a), I(b) and 2(a) of this Anicle shall not apply 
if it is proved that the damage resulted from an act or omission of the carrier, its servants 
or agents, done with intent to cause damage or recklessly and with knowledge that 
damage would probably result; provided that, in the case of such act or omission of a 
servant or agent, it is also proved that such servant or agent was acting within the scope 
of its employment. 

3. The Iimits prescribed in Anicle 20 and in this Article shail not preverit the court from 
awarding, in accordance with its own law, in addition, the whole or part of the court costs and of the 
other expenses of the Iitigation incurred by the plaintiff, including interest. The foregoing provision shall 
not apply if the amount of the damages awarded, excluding coun costs and other expenses of the 
titigation, does not exceed the surn which the carrier has offered in writing to the plaintiff within a period 
of six months from the date of the occurrence causing the darnage, or before the commencement of the 
action, if chat is later. 

4. (a) The sums mention& in terms of Special Drawing Right in this Convention shall be 
deemed to refer to the Special Drawing Right as dzfined by the International Monetary 
Fund, Conversion of the sums into national currencies shall, in case of judicial 
proceedings, be made according to the value of such currencies in terms of the Special 
Drawing Right at the date of the judgment. The value of a national currency, in terms 
of the Special Drawing Right, of a State Party which is a Member of the Internationai 
Monetary Fund, shall be calculated in accordance with the method of vaiuation applied 
by the International Monetary Fund, in effect at the date of the judgment, for its 
operations and transactions. The value of a national currency, in t e m  of the SpeciaI 
Drawing Right, of a State Party which is not a ~Member of the International Monetary 
Fund, shall be calculated in a rnanner determined by that State. 

(b) Nevertheless, those States which are not Members of the International Monetary Fund 
and whose law does not permit the application of the provisions of paragraph 4(a) of this 
Article may, at the time of ratification or accession or at any time thereafier, declare that 
the limit of Iiability of the carrier in judicial proceedings in their territories is fixed at a 
sum of (1 500 OOO]' monetary units per passenger with respect to Article 20; (62 5001' 

This figure is clken from Additicmal Protocol No. 3 and is used for illustntive purposes only. 



monetary units per passenger with respect to paragraph l(a) of this Anicle; (15 O r  
monecary units per passenger with respect to paragraph 1(b) of this Anicle; and [250r 
monetary units per kilogramme with respect to paragraph 2(a) of this Article, This 
monetary unit corresponds to sixty-five and a half milligrammes of gold of millesimal 
fineness nine hundred. These sums may be converted into the national currency 
concemed in round figures. The conversion of these sums into national currency shall be 
made according to the law of the State concerned, 

(c) The calculation mentioned in the 1 s t  sentence of paragraph 4(a) of this Anicle and the 
conversion method mentioned in paragraph 4(b) of this Anicle shall be made in such 
manner as to express in the national currency of the State Party as far as possible the 
same reat value for the amounts in Articles 20 and 21 as would result from the 
application of the fîrst three sentences of paragraph 4(a) of this Articie. States Parties 
shall communicate to the depositary the manner of calculation pursuant to paragraph 4(a) 
of this Article, or the result of the conversion in paragraph 4(b) of this Anicle as the case 
may be, when depositing an instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval of or 
accession to this Convention and whenever there is a change in either, 

(a) Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 21 paragraph 6 of this Convention and 
subject to sub-paragraph (b) below, the limits of liability established under this 
Convention shail be reviewed at five year intervals, the first such review to cake place 
at the end of the fifih year following the date of entry into force of this Convention, by 
an inflation factor which corresponds to the accumulated rate of inflation since the 
previous revision or in the first instance since the date of entry into force of the 
Convention, upon condition that this inflation factor has exceeded 10 per cent, The 
m a u r e  of the rate of inflation to be usai in determining the inflation factor shall be the 
weighted average of the annual rates of increase or decrease in the Consumer Price 
Indices of the States whose currencies comprise the Special Drawing Right mentioned in 
paragraph 4(a) of this Anicle. 

(b) The adoption of the revision shal1 rzquire the vote of two-thirds of the ICA0 Council at 
a meeting cailed for chat purpose and shalI then be submined by the Council to each State 
Party. Any such revision provideci for under this Article shall become effective six 
months after its submission CO the States Parties, unlas within three months a majority 
of the States Parties register their disapproval with the Council. The Council shail 
immediately notitjr al1 States Parties of the conting into force of the revision so 
adopted, 

(c) Notwithstanding sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, the procedure referred to in 
sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph shall be applied at any time provided chat one-third 
of the States Parties express a desire to that effect and upon condition that the inflation 
factor refened to in sub-paragraph (a) has exceeded 30 per cent since the date of entry 
into force of this Convention or since the date of the previous revision- Subsequent 
reviews using the procedure described in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph will cake 
place at five-year intervals starting at the end of the fitih year following the date of the 
reviews under the present sub-paragraph. 



6. A carrier may stipulate that the contract of camage shaJl be subject to higher Iimits of 
liability chan those provided by for in titis Convention or to no limits of Iiability whatsoevet, 

Article 22 - Invalidity of Contractual Provisions 

Any provision tending to relieve the carrier of liability or to fix a lower limit than that 
which is laid down in this Convention shall be nuIl and void, but the nullity of any such provision does 
not involve the nulIity of the whole contract, which shall remain subject to the provisions of this 
Convention. 

Article 23 - Basis of Chims 

1. In the carriage of passengers. baggage, and cargo. any action for damages, h~wever 
founded, whether under this Convention or in contract or in ton or otherwise, can only be brought 
subject to the conditions and such limits of liability as are set out in this Convention without prejudice 
to the question as to who are the persons who have the right to bring suit and what are their respective 
rights. 

2. For the purposes of this Convention the term 'damages" does not include any punitive, 
exemplary or other non-compensatory damages. 

Article 24 - Servants, Agents - Aggregation of Claims 

1, If an action is brought against a servant or agent of the carrier arising out of damage to 
which the Convention relates, such servant or agent, if it proves that he or she acted within the scope of 
his or her empIoyment, shall be entit1e.d to avail hirnself or herseIf of the limits of liabiiity which the 
carrier itself is entitled to invoke under this Convention. 

2,  The aggregate of the arnounts recoverable from the carrier, its servants and agents, in that 
case. shall not exceed the said limits. 

3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article shall not apply if it is proved that the 
damage resulted from an act or omission of the servant or agent done with intent to cause damage or 
recklessIy and with knowledge that damage would probably result. 

Article 25 - Timely Notice of Cornplaints 

1. Receipt by the person entitied to delivery of checked baggage or cargo without complaint 
is prima facie evidence that the same has been delivered in good condition and in accordance with the 
document of carriage or with the record preserved by the other means referred to in Article 3, 
paragraph 2, and Article 4, paragraph 2. 

2. In the case of damage, the person entitied to deIivery must cornplain to the carrier 
forthwith after the discovery of the damage, and, at the latest, within seven days from the date of receipt 



in the case of checkd baggage and fourteen days tiom the date of receipt in the case of cargo, In the case 
of delay the complaint must be made at the latest within twenty-one days from the date on which the 
baggage or cargo have been placed at his or hrr disposal. 

3, Every complaint must be made in writing and givan or despatched within the times 
aforesaid. 

4. If no complaint is made within the dmes aforesaid, no action shall lie against the carrier, 
save in the case of fraud on its part. 

Artide 26 - Death of Person tiable 

In the case of the death of the person liable, an action for damages lies in accordance with 
the terms of this Convention against those legally representing his or her estate, 

Article 27 - Jurisdiction 

1. An action for damages must be brought, at the option of the plaintiff. in the territory of 
one of the States Parties, either before the Court having jurisdiction where the carrier is ordinarily 
resident, or has its principal place of business, or has an establishment by which the contract has been 
made or before the Court having jurisdiaion at the place of destination. 

12- In respect of damage resulting from the dearh or injury of 3 passenger, the action may 
be brought before one of the Courts mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Anicle or in the territory of a State 
Party in which the passenger has his or her domicile or permanent residence and to and from which the 
carrier operates services for the carriage by air [and) [or] in which the carrier has an establishment,] 

[3 - For the purposes of paragraph 2 of this Article, "establishmentw means prernises leased 
or owned by the carrier concerned ftom which, [through its own managerial and administrative 
employees,] it conducts its business of carriage by air.] 

4. Questions of procdure shall be governed by the Iaw of the Court seised of the case. 

Article 28 - Arbitration 

1. Subject to the provisions of this Article, the parties to the contract of carriage for cargo 
may stipulate that any dispute relating to the liability of the carrier under this Convention shall be senled 
by arbitration. Such agreement shail be in writing. 

2. The asbitration proceedings shall, at the option of the claimant, take place within one of 
the jurisdictions referred to in Article 27. 

3. The arbitrator or arbiuation tribunal shall apply the provisions of this Convention. 



4. The provisims of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article shall be deemed to be part o f  every 
arbitration clause o r  agreement, and any term of such clause or agreement which is inconsistent therewith 
shall be nul1 and void. 

Article 29 - Limitation of Actions 

1. The right to damages shall be extinguished if an action is not brought within a period of 
two years, reckoned fiom the date of  arriva1 at the destination, or  fiom the date on which the aircraft 
ought to have arrived, o r  fiom the date on which the carriage stoppe& 

2. The rnethod of calculating that period shaII be determined by the law of the Court seised 
of the case, 

Article 30 - Successive Carriage 

1. In the case of carriage to be perforrned by various successive carriers and failing within 
the definition set out in paragraph 3 of Article 1. each carrier who accepts passengers, baggage or cargo 
is subject to the rules set out in this Convention, and is deemed to be one of the parties to the contract 
of carriage in so far as the contract deah with that part of the carriage which is performed under its 
supervision. 

2. In the case of carriage of this nature, the passenger or  any person entitled to compensation 
in respect of him or her, can take action only against the carrier who performed the carriage during which 
the accident or  the delay occurred. save in the case where, by express agreement, the first carrier has 
assumed liability for the whole journey. 

3 - As regards baggage o r  cargo, the passenger or  consignor will have a right of action 
against the first carrier, and the passenger or consignee who is entitted to delivery will have a right of 
action against the k t  carrier, and Funher, each may take action against the carrier who performed the 
carriage during which the destruction, Ioss, damage or delay took place. These carriers will be jointly 
and severally liable to the passenger o r  to the consignor or consignee. 

Article 3 1 - Right of Recourse against Third Parties 

Nothing in this Convention shall prejudice the question whether a person liable for 
damage in accordance with its provisions has a right of recourse against any other person- 



Chapter N 

Combined Carriage 

Article 32 - Combined Camage 

1. In the case of combined carriage performed partly by air and partly by any other mode 
of carriage, the provisions of this Convention shall apply only to the carriage by air, provided ba t  the 
carriage by air falls within the terms of Anicte 1. 

2. Nothing in this Convention shdt prevent the parties in the case of combined carriage h m  
inserting in the document of air carriage conditions retating to other modes of carriage, provided chat the 
provisions of this Convention are observed as regards the carriage by air. 

Chapter V 

Carriage by Air Performed by a Person 
other than the Contracthg Carrier 

Article 33 - Contrading Carrier - Actunl Carrier 

The provisions of this Chapter apply when a person merzinafter referred to as "the 
contracting carrier") as a principal makes an agreement for carriage governed by this Convention with 
a passenger or consignor or with a person acting on behalf of the passenger or consignor, and another 
person (hereinafier referred to as "the accual carrier ") performs. by vinue of authority from the 
convacting carrier, the whole or pan of the carriage, but is not with respect to such part a successive 
carrier within rhe meaning of this Convention. Such authority shall be presumd in the absence of proof 
CO the contrary. 

Article 34 - Respective Liability of Contracting and Actual Carriers 

If an actual carrier perkrms the whole or pan of carriage which, according to the 
agreement referred to in Anicle 33, is governed by this Convention. both the contracting carrier and the 
actual carrier sball, except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, be subject to the rules of this 
Convention, the former for the whole of the carriage contemplatd in the agreement, the latter solely for 
the carriage which it performs. 

1. The acts and omissions of the actual carrier and of its servants and agents acting within 
the scope of their employment shall, in relation to the carriage performed by the actuai carrier, be deemed 
to be also those of the contracting carrier- 



2, The acts and omissions of the sontracting carrier and of its servants and agents acting 
within the scope of their employment shall, in relation to the carriage performed by the actual carrier , 
be deemed to be also those of the actual carrier. Nevertheles. no such act or omission shall subject the 
actual carrier to liabitity exceeding the amounts rcferred to in Articles 20 and 21 of this Convention. Any 
special agreement under which the contracting carrier assumes obligations not imposed by this Convention 
or any waiver of rights conferred by this Convention or any special declaration of interest in delivery at 
destination contemplated in Article 21 of this Convention, shall also affect the actual carrier. 

Article 36 - Addressee of Cornplaints and Instructions 

Any cornplaint to be made or instruction to be given under this Convention to the carrier 
shalf have the same effect whether addressed to the contratting carrier or to the achial Carnec 
Nevenheless, instructions referred to in Article 11 of this Convention shall only be effective if addressed 
to the contracting carrier, 

Article 37 - Servants and Agents 

In relation to the carriage performed by the actud carrier, any servant or agent of that 
carrier or of the contracting carrier shall, if he or she proves that he or she acted within the scope of his 
or her employment, be entitled to avail hirnself or herself of the tirnits of Iiability which are applicable 
under this Convention to the carrier whose servant or agent he or she is, unless it is proved that he or 
she acted in a manner that prevents the Iirnits of liability from being invoked in accordance with 
Articles 20 and 21 of this Convention- 

Article 38 - Aggregalion of Damages 

In relation to the carriage perfomd by the actual carrier, the aggregate of the amounts 
recoverable ffom chat carrier and the contracting carrier, and fiom their servants and agents acting within 
their scope of employment, shall not excetxi the highest amount which could be awarded against either 
the contracting carrier or the actud carrier under this Convention, but none of the persons mentioned 
shall be liable for a sum in excrss of the limit applicable to the carrier concerned. 

Article 39 - Addressee of Clairns 

ln relation to the carriage performed by the actual carrier, an action for damages rnay be 
brought, at the option of the plaintiff, against chat carrier or the contracting carrier, or against both 
together or separately. If the action is brought against only one of those carriers, that carrier shall have 
the right to require the other carrier to be joined in the proceedings, the procedure and effects being 
governed by the law of the Court seised of the case. 



Article 40 - Additional Junsdiction 

Any action for damages contemplated in Article 39 musc be brought, at the option of the 
plaintiff, either before a court in which an action may be brought against the contracting carrier, as 
provided in Article 27 of this Convention, or bekrz the court having jurisdiction at the place where the 
actual carrier is ordinarily resident or has its principal place of business. 

Article 41 - lnvalidity of  Contractual Provisions 

1. Any contractual provision tending to relieve the contracting carrier or the actud carrier 
of tiability under this Chapter or to fix a Iower limit than that which is applicabie according to tfiis 
Chapter shail be nul1 and void, but the nulfity of any such provision does not involve the nulliîy of the 
whole agreement, which shall remain subject to the provisions of this Chapter- 

2. In respect of the carriage perforrned by the accual carrier, the prefeding paragraph shall 
not apply to contractual provisions goveming loss or damage resulting from the inherent defect, quality 
or vice of the cargo carried. 

Article 42 - Mutual Relations of Contracting and Actual Carriers 

Except as providd in Article 39. nothing in this Chapter shall affect the rights and 
obligations of the carriers between themselves, including any right of recourse or indemriification, 

Chapter VI 

Final Provisions 

Article 43 - Rlandûtory Application 

Any clause containal in the contract of carriage and al1 special agreements entered into 
before the damage occurred by which the partis purport to infringe the rules laid down by this 
Convention, whether by deciding the law to bc: applied, or by altering the niles as to jurisdiction, shall 
be nul1 and void. 

* .  

Article 44 - Freedorn to Contract 

Nothing contained in this Convention shall prevent the carrier from making advance 
payments based on the irnmediate economic needs of h i l i e s  of victims or survivors of accidents, from 
refusing to enter into any contract of carriage or from making regulations which do not conflict with the 
provisions of this Convention- 



(Article 45 - lnsurancel 

[ Every carrier is required to maintain insurance or other form of financial security, 
including guarantee, covering its Iiability for such damage as may arise under this Convention in such 
amount, of such type and in such terms as the national State of the carrier may speci€y. me carrier may 
be required by the State into which it operates to grovide evidence that this condition has been fii1filled.J 

Article 46 - Carriage Perforrned in Extraordinary Circumstances 

The provisions of Articles 3 to 7 inclusive relating to the documentation of carriage shall 
not apply in the case of carriage performed in extraordinary circumstances ouuide the normal scope of 
a der's business, 

Article 47 - Definition of Days 

The expression "days" when used in this Convention means caiendar days not working 
days. 

Article 48 - Reservations 

No reservation may be made to this Convention except that a State may at any tirne 
declare by a notification addressed to the Depositary that this Convention shall not apply to the carriage 
of persons, cargo and baggage for its military authorities on aircraft registered in that State, the whoie 
capacity of which has been reserved by or on behalf of such authorities. 

[final clauses to be insened, J 

- END - 



IATA Intercher Agreement on Passenger Liability 



IATA Intercamer Agreement on Plsscnger Liabiiity 
Whereas: The Wusaw Convention synem is of great benefit to inrernational ù r  rransportation; 
and 

Noting thac The Convention's limirr of Iubilicy, which have not been amended since 1955, are 
now grossly inrdequate in mort counrriu and that international airiines have previo~sly acted to- 
gether to increase thcm to the benefit of passengen; 
The unden iped  carriers agree 
1. To take action to waive the limiution of Ilbility+on recoverable compensatory damages in 

Arricle 22 paragnph 1 of the Warsaw Convention as to claïrns for dcadi, wounding or ocher 
bodily injury of a passager within the mnning of ANcle 17 of the Convenuon, so thnt reco- 
verable compensatory duruger nuy  be determined and awarded by reference to the law of rhe 
domicile of the passenger. 

2. To reserve ai1 availablc defences purniant to the provisions of the Convention; nevertheless, 
any carrier rnay waive any defence, including the waïver of any defence up to a specifïed mo- 
netary amount of recovenbie compensatory &mages, u circumstances rnay warrant. 

3. To reserve their rïghu of recourse against uiy othcr person, including righu of contribuuon 
or indemnity, with respect to any surns paid by the a m e r .  

4. To encourage orher airlincs involved in the international curiage of passengers ro apply the 
terms of this Agreement to such curiage. 

5. To irnplement the provisions of this Agreement no later than 1 November 1996 or  upon 
receipt of requisire government approvals, whichcver is hrer. 

6 .  That norhing in b i s  Agreement SNI affect the righu of the passenger or the claimant ohm-  
wise availabk under the Convention. 

7. Thar this Agreement rnay be signcd in any number of counterpurs, dl of which shall consuni- 
te one Agreemen~ Any carrier rnay becomcu pury to this Agreement by signing a counter- 
part hereof and depositing it with the Director General of the International Air Transport As- 
sociation (IATA). 

8. 'Chat any cames parry hereto rnay wkhdnw from this Agreement by giving rareive (12) 
monrhs' written notice of withdnwd to the Director General of IATA and to the other carri- 
ers panies to  the Agreement 

Signed this day of r 99, 

* uWARSAW CONVENTION" as used hcrein means the Convention for the Unificarion of 
Certain Rules Relaung to Intemationai Carriage by Air signed at Warsaw, 12th October 1929, 
or that Convention as amended at The Hague, 28th September 1955, whichever rnay be appli- 
cable. 



APPENDIX III 

Agreement on Measures to Implement IATA Intercarrier 
Agreement 



Agreement on  Mtjsurer to Implement the IATA lnttrcarrier Agreement 
1- 

Pursuant to the IATA Intercarricr Agreement of 51 October 1995, the undenigned curicn agree 
to impiement said Agreement by incorporating in thcir conditions of carnage and tariffs. whcre 
neccswn-, the following: 
1- (CARRIER} shall not invokt the limitation of IUbility in Aniclc D(1) of the Convention u 

to an>- daim for r ~ o v e n b k  compensatory darnrgcs k i n g  under Article 17 of the Convcnti- 
on, 

2. (C.\RRIER) shdl not avril ioclf of any defence under Anicle 20(1) of the Convention with 
respect ro that ponion of such clairn which does not cxcced 1ûû.000 SDRs [unless option 
II(?) is used 1. 

3. Exccpt as otherwise ~rovidcd in paragraphs t and 2 hcreof, (CARRIER) rcservcs dl dcfcnccr 
availabIc under the Convention to any nich claim. With respect to third panics, the carrier al- 
so rescn-es al1 rights of rccoune agtinst any othcr prrson, including withour limiution. righcr 
of contribution and indcnmicy- 

II. 
At the option of the carrier, its conditions of carriage and tariffs also rnay include the following 
provisions: 
1. (CARRIERI agrees that subjecr to applicable Iaw, recoverable cornpensatory damagcs for 

such clairns may be dctcrmined by reference to the law of the domicile or pcrmancnc rcsidcncc 
of the passenger. 

2- [CARRIERI shall not a v i l  irself of any dcfencc under ArricIe 20(1) of the Con\-ention with 
respect to thac ponion of such clairns which does not cxceed 100,000 SDRs, cxccpr rhat such 
waiver is Iimited to the amounts shown below for the routes indicatcd, as  ma? be authorïsed 
by governmcncs conccrned with the tnnsponation involved. 

[Amounts and routes to be inserted] 
3- Neither the waiver of limits nor the wiivcr of defenccs shdl be applicable in respect of clairns 

made by public social innirance or similar bodies however assened- Such chims shall be sub- 
iect co thc Iimit in Article 22(1) and to the defences under Aniclc 20(1) of the Convention- 
~ h e  carrier will compensate ch; passenger or his dependexas for recc&nble compensatory 
darnages in cxcess of paymencs received from any public social insurance or simiIar body. 

III. 
Funhermore, at the option of a camk, additional provisions may be includcd in iis conditions of 
carnage and tariffs, provided the? are noc inconsistent with this Agreement and arc in accordance 
with applicabk Iaw. 

IV. 

ve. 
v. 
1. 

2- 

3 - 

Should an? provision of this Agreement or a provision incorporatcd in a condition of crirriagc or 
cariff pursusnt to this Agreement be detcmined to be invalid, illegai or unenforceable by a coun 
of competenr jurisdiction, al1 orher provisions shall nevcnhelcss rcrnain valid, binding and cffccti- 

This Agreement rnay be signed in any number of countcrparts, rII of which shdl consritute 
one Agreement Any carrier ma' become Parr? to this Agreement by signing a counrcrpan 
hcrcof and dcpositing it with the Director Gcncral of rhc inrcrnational Air Transport As- 
sociarion (IATA). 
Any carrier Party hcreto rnay withdraw from this ~ ~ r e e r n c n r  by giving m c h e  (12) rnonths' 
writtcn notice of withdrawal ro the Director Gcncnl of IATA and ro the othcr carriers Panics 
CO the Agreement 
The Director Geneni of IATA shrll declare this Agreement effective on November lst, 1996 
or such latcr date as a11 tequisite Govcrnment approvals have been obtained for this Agree- 
ment and the IATA Intercarrier Agreement of 3 1 October 1995, . 




